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TECHNICAL INFORMATION

This report is intended to provide interested citizens as well as environmental scientists and
engineers with accessible infonnation on historical and present watershed processes. Every attempt
has been made to avoid excessive use oftechnical jargon, without also sacrificing precise technical
meaning and concise presentation. Useful definitions and technical infonnation were reserved for
this section of the report.

The study distinguishes the upland channel network from the alluvial channel network
(Figure 6) for the sediment budgeting purposes. The upland channel network is defined as zero-·,
first-, second-, and third-order channels rising in steep upland areas where the mainstem channels
are cut in colluvium (primarily landslide and earthflow deposits from upslope) in steep v-shaped
canyons. By this definition, upland channels do not have floodplains. The alluvial channel network
includes mainstem channels and downstream portions of tributary channels cut in the valley fill
alluvium deposited during the Holocene by debris flows and overbank flooding on the valley flat.
Alluvial.channels occupy u-shaped valleys with active floodplains (i.e., flooded at least once every
several years) or abandoned floodplains (terraces). Upland-alluvial channel transitions occur at the
first point moving downstream where alluvium is present in the channel banks, where mainstem
channels leave the confinement ofv-shaped valleys, to lower-gradient u-shaped valleys flanked with
active or abandoned floodplains (Figure 6).

The study refers to channel entrenchment that occurred throughout the alluvial channel
network in response to land use changes associated with European settlement of the region.
Entrenchment, or incision, is the lowering, or degradation, of the bed elevation of a stream by
channel bed erosion. Channel aggradation refers to increasing channel bed elevation by net
deposition of sediment on the bed over time.

The study focusses its analysis and discussion of sediment transport on the portion of the
sediment load carried by streams that travels along the channel bed in intermittent contact with the
bed, such as by rolling, and skipping along the bed. This portion of the sediment load is referred to
as bedload, as distinguished the finer sediment material that is carried within the water column, or
suspended load. Bedload is an important management issue, as it is the material that is deposited
in the flood control channel at Ross.

This report uses the English units system to maintain consistency with historical data sources,
including various COE analyses. Some useful metric conversions are as follows:

1 square mile (sq. mi.) = 2.56 square kilometers (km2
)

1 cubic yard (yard) = 0.917 cubic meters (m2
)

1 cubic yard (yard) = 1.35 english tons (tons)
1 english ton (ton) = 0.91 metric tonnes (t)

1 english ton per square mile (tons/sq.mi.) = 0.355 metric tonnes/square kilometer (tJkm2)
1 cubic foot per second (cfs) = 0.028 cubic meters per second (cms)
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Sand and gravel deposition in the flood control channel downstream from Ross creates a
common perception that the Corte Madera Creek watershed produces an unnaturally high sediment
yield. Channel widening and local bank failures throughout the watershed's alluvial channel
network also create a common perception that channel bank erosion produces a significant portion
of the sediment yield. Sand and gravel comprise the coarse portion of sediment inflow at Ross, or
the 'bedload'. Sand and gravel bedload deposition in the flood control channel significantly reduces
its flood control performance. For this reason, estimating the amount and sources of bedload
sediment inflow at Ross is of particular concern to this study.

This study presents apreliminary estimated bedload sediment budget for Corte Madera Creek
at Ross and evaluates whether or not the sediment load at Ross is unnaturally high. To focus
possible future remedial efforts, this study also evaluates whether or not channel erosion contributes
a significant portion of the sediment yield. The budget accounts for sediment generated by net
channel bed and bank erosion along the alluvial channel network, and sediment generated by fluvial
transport from unregulated upland areas above Ross (about two square miles of the Ross Creek
subwatershed is regulated by Phoenix Reservoir). The budgetprovides a preliminary, uncalibrated
estimate of total sediment yield at Ross that can be compared to published COE sediment yield
estimates at Ross and sediment yields measured or estimated for other comparable watersheds in the
regIon.

This study also presents an independent bedload sediment inflow estimate at Ross obtained
from a Parker-Klingeman sediment transport model calibrated with available existing USGS bedload
transport data. This yield value can be compared to this study's sediment budget estimates, COE
bedload inflow estimates, and other regional data.

Sediment Budget Methods

To quantify the upland sediment budget components, the Parker-Klingeman bedload
transport model was used to estimate bedload sediment yield from ten major Corte Madera Creek
subwatersheds. Seven of the major subwatersheds contribute sediment from 72 percent of the
unregulated drainage area above Ross. The study also substituted Parker-Klingeman shear values
with USFS shear values to provide a range of estimated values. The sediment budget allows
comparison of sediment contribution per unit drainage area for various upland source areas in the
watershed. This study also produced qualitative sediment yield classification maps based on existing
USGS landslide habitat and slope stability data to provide independent predictions of relative
subwatershed sediment yields.

To quantify sediment contribution from the alluvial zone, this study resurveyed 44 historical
channel cross-sections and historical channel bed elevations compiled from 1976 FEMA and HUD
Flood Insurance Study records. These comparative data combined with extensive field observations
provided average values ofnet channel bed lowering and channel bank retreat from which sediment
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yield by both channel bed and channel bank erosion in the entire alluvial channel network could be
estimated for 1976-1999. Thus, the budget also allows sediment yield by channel bed and bank
erosion to be compared to sediment yield by fluvial transport from aggregate hillslope sediment
sources in the surrounding upland areas.

Sediment Budget Results

This study's uncalibrated sediment budget estimates that the Corte Madera Creek Watershed
supplies about 7,250 tons of bedload each year to the reach above Ross. The calibrated
Parker-Klingeman sediment transport model estimated average bedload sediment inflow at Ross is
about 6,750 tons/year. Using an average of the two results, the study estimates that about 7,000
tons/year of bedload are delivered to Ross, or about 450 tons/sq.mi./year.

This range of estimated values is about 45 percent greater than Lehre's (1982) detailed
estimate for the Lone Tree Creek basin (240 tons/sq.mi./year), a comparable basin in southwestern
Marin County with fewer upland roads and less precipitation. Due to persistent upland land use
impacts, namely increased drainage density caused by 19th century logging and grazing, the Corte
Madera Creek watershed's bedload sediment yield can be considered to be unnaturally high. Ifthe
natural background rate were estimated conservatively to be 350 tons/sq. mi./year, than the human
induced increase in bedload inflow at Ross would be about 1,600 tons/year.

This study's estimates of bedload inflow at Ross are about 40 percent less than the 11,070
tons/year value the COE's 1989 sediment transport model predicted for average bedload sediment
inflow at Ross. It should be noted that this study's bedload sediment yield estimates are expected
to be about 10 percent less than the COE's model prediction, because this study's estimate did not
include 'very fine' and 'fine' sand size fractions that were included in COE's bedload iDflow
prediction. Thus, this study's prediction is about 20-30 percent less than COE's estimate.

This study's bedload yield estimates are also about 40 percent less than values estimated in
the Eel River watershed, which can be considered upper limit values due to a greater degree of
melange deformation and tectonic uplift, and continuing upland land use impacts. Yields from the
Eel River basin are among the highest in western North America. The COE's yield estimate is closer
to upper limit values measured in the Eel River basin than this study's estimate, or results from other
studies in the region.

Sediment Sources in the Watershed

This study's sediment budget estimated that channel bed and bank erosion in the watershed's
alluvial channel network generated about 9 percent of the total bedload sediment load at Ross, for
1976-1999. Observed average channel bed incision and bank retreat rate estimates were comparable
to average values reported in the existing studies of comparable watersheds (i.e. Novato Creek and
Walker Creek). Fluvial transport from upland channel networks generated about 91 percent of the
total sediment yield at Ross. This 91 :9 ratio ofupland/channel bank sediment sources is comparable
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to results ofdetailed sediment budgets compiled for other Marin County watersheds and Eel River
tributaries.

Total elimination of bank erosion and systemic channel widening throughout the alluvial
channel network would probably reduce bedload sediment delivery to Ross by as much as about 430
tons/yr, only 6 percent of the total bedload delivered to Ross. Total elimination of the additional
sediment supply by restoration of problem sediment sources and improved hillslope management
practices would probably reduce bedload sediment delivered ,to Ross by as much as about 1,600
tons/yr, or about 20% of the annual bedload inflow.

This study indicates that the San Anselmo Creek and Sleepy Hollow Creek subwatersheds
contribute about 29 percent and 26 percent, respectively, of the total bedload sediment inflow at
Ross. Detailed sediment budget studies ofnorthern CaliforniaCoastRange watersheds indicate that
the sediment source mechanisms dominating long-tenn average sediment yield are landsliding and . ~

earthflows. Thus, the frequency ofm,~s "fasting can probably be considered a suitable surrogate
for long-tenn average bedload sediment yield in the Corte Madera Creek watershed. Available
interpretive USGS maps ofpotential hillslope instability and landslide frequency show that greatest
potential hillslope instability and landslide frequency occurs in the San Anselmo Creek and Sleepy
HollowCreek subwatersheds. Field reconnaissance also provided evidence that these subwatei'sheds
produce relatively large sediment yields.

( Other studies have shown that underlying geologic type is one ofthe strongest influences on
hillslope and total sediment yield. Kelsey (1980) showed that rolling-to-hummocky grassland and
grass-oak woodland-covered Franciscan melange slopes can produce about 30 times more sediment
per square mile than steep, forested sandstone and shale slopes. The San Anselmo Creek and Sleepy
Hollow Creek subwatersheds have a greater percentage of grassland, grass-oak woodland, and
chaparral-covered melange slopes than other Corte Madera Creek subwatersheds. Forested
sandstone slopes occur primarily in the Larkspur Creek, Tamalpais Creek, and Ross Creek
subwatersheds above Phoenix Lake, and substantial portions of the Fairfax Creek subwatershed.

Present Trajectory ofChannel Change

This study also evaluated the present state and trajectory ofthe channel's natural geomorphic
recovery from recent channel entrenchment. Corte Madera Creek's alluvial channel network became
moderately to deeply entrenched in the Holocene valley fill in about 1850-1910, abandoning its
pre-entrenchment floodplain. Rapid channel entrenchment was evidently in partial response to
logging and increasing livestock grazing intensity from the middle to late 1800s, coinciding with a
period ofsomewhat greater than nonnal precipitation. After about 1910, numerous natural bedrock
and human infrastructural grade controls outcropped in the channel bed, slowed the channel incision
rate, and accelerated channel widening. Natural geomorphic recovery processes that recover aquatic
and riparian habitat lost during' channel entrenchment are operating in the Corte Madera Creek
watershed, including: progressive upstream channel aggradation in the ]owerportion ofthe mainstem
Corte Madera Creek, and channel bed level stabilization, channel widening, inset floodplain

" ~
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fonnation, and pool-riffle development in the middle and upper portions of the alluvial channel
network.

Progressive upstream channel aggradation evidently ceased in about 1964. Ongoing channel
widening, and inset floodplain fonnation in the middle and upper portion of the alluvial channel
network indicate that natural geomorphic recovery processes are ongoing but incomplete in the
Corte Madera Creek watershed. However, constraints imposed by urbanization of the
pre-entrenchment floodplain limit the rate of natural habitat improvement both by preventing
channel widening with bank protection and flood control structures, and routing stonn water directly
into the channel network from impenneable surfaces. As apriority, projects intended to improve
flood control and/or aquatic and riparian habitat and habitat-supporting processes and floodcontroi
should seek opportunities, where possible, to increase active channel width rather than strictly
prevent bed incision or bank retreat. This study presents a conceptual demonstration floodplain
restoration/construction project design for a hypothetical site in the watershed with sufficient
undeveloped land adjacent to the channel. This study also presents a conceptual design for
streambank stabilization for a hypothetical site where residential and commercial development
prevent extensive floodplain restoration/construction.

This study also presents a methodology and preliminary suitability mapping to implement
site stonnwater retention/drainage best management practices that would increase alluvial
groundwater storage and summer low flow discharges in the watershed. Discontinuous surface flow
during the summer low-flow season is an important limiting factor for salmonid habitat.
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ESTIMATED ANNUAL AVERAGE BEDLOAD YIELD

FROM MAJOR SUB-WATERSHEDS

PERCENT OF
SUB-WATERSHED ESTIMATED TOTAL BEDWAD SEDIMENT LoAD (TONslvEAR) BEDWAD BEDLOAD

YIELD INFLOW AT

SAMPLED DRAINAGE AREA SQ. MI.
USING PARKER-KLINGEMAN USINGUSFS

AVERAGE
(TONs/SQ. MI.) Ross

SHEAR VALUES SHEAR VALUES (%)

Ross Creek below Phoenix Dam 0.6 550 120 335 560 4.6
Sorich Creek (model invalidated) 0.2
Sleepy Hollow Creek 2.8 1,050 2,650 1,850 660 25.0
Fairfax Creek 3.6 700 40 370 100 5.1
Deer Park Creek 0.5 70 10 40 80 0.6
Wood Lane Creek 0.4 110 0 55 140 0.7
San Anselmo Creek 3.6 4,100 100 2,100 580 29.0

Upper San Anselmo Creek· 0.8 3,000 70 1,535 1,900 21.0
Total Sampled Area above Ross 11.5 6,600 2,900 4,750 410 65.0

[
~.
l\)

~Io(
I:: ~.

§
.~
~ • Upper San Anselmo Creek values are included in San Anselmo Creek values, not reflected in totals
~
C)o

~

COMPARISON OF THIS STUDY'S BEDLOAD SEDIMENT BUDGET AND YIELD ESTIMATES WITH OTHER·STUDIES

Estimated Bedload Sediment Budget at Ross (this study)·
Total Sampled Area above Ross (11.5 sq. mi.) 4,750 410 65
Total Unsampled Area above Ross (4.5) 1,850 410 26
Annual Bedload Yield by Bed and Bank Erosion 650 9
Total Bedload Sediment Budget at Ross 7,250 450 100

Estimated Bedload Sediment Yield at Ross
This Study (16.0) 6,750 420 100
Anny Corps of Engineers (1989:34) (16.0) 11,070 690 100

.'.

BEDWAD
SEDIMENT LoAD
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1. INTRODUCTION

Stetson Engineers, in association with David Dawdy, consulting hydrologist, prepared a
geomorphic assessment ofthe Corte Madera Creek watershed for the Friends ofCorte Madera Creek
and the Marin County Flood Control District. The assessment was intended to document historical
and ongoing channel changes, infer historical resulting changes in aquatic and riparian habitat, and
evaluate the average annual bedload sediment yield from various major subwatersheds.
Understanding the distribution ofmajor sediment source areas in the watershed, and the trajectory
of ongoing channel changes, are important for outlining and prioritizing demonstration projects
intended to reduce excess watershed sediment yield, improve aquatic and riparian habitat, and
improve flood management. An Executive Summary is provided at the beginning of this report.

Section 2 summarizes historical changes in channel fonn (particularly channel
entrenchment), and associated changes in habitat-creating geomorphic processes, and resulting
aquatic and riparian habitat. Channel entrenchment is attributed to specific historical human-induced
and natural changes in peak runoff. Evidence of ongoing natural post-entrenchment geomorphic
recovery processes is summarized, and the trajectory offuture channel change is discussed. Section
3 summarizes the results ofexisting data collection, identifying data gaps, as well as data that were
useful to the present study. Sections 2 and 3 together provide an historical and technical background
for justifying the scope ofthe study's applied field surveys, sediment yield modeling, and sediment
budget estimates. These sections also provide background for properly interpreting the study's
results.

Section 4 summarizes field survey and modeling methods used in this study. Additional
technical notes are contained in the report's appendices. Section 5 contains results of sediment
budget estimates and independent sediment yield estimates for Corte Madera Creek at Ross. These
results provide bedload inflow estimates and average watershed and subwatershed sediment yield
values that can be compared to results of other studies. Comparisons are drawn in Section 5 and
Section 6. Section 6 also discusses implications and reliability of study results, and identifies
"problem subwatersheds". Implications for the study results for flood management and habitat
restoration goals are emphasized. Study conclusions are contained in the Executive Summary.

Appendix J presents a methodology and preliminary suitability mapping to implement site
stormwater retention/drainage best management practices that would increase alluvial groundwater
storage and summer low flow discharges in the watershed. Appendix K presents a conceptual design
for streambank stabilization for a hypothetical site where residential and commercial development
prevent extensive floodplain restoration/construction. Appendix L presents a conceptual
demonstration floodplain restoration/construction project design is presented for a hypothetical site
in the watershed with sufficient undeveloped land adjacent to the channel.
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2. TECHNICAL BACKGROUND AND HISTORICAL ANALYSIS

2.1 DESCRIPTION OF THE CORTE MADERA CREEK WATERSHED AND ITS
HOLOCENE CHANNEL EVOLUTION

Marin County occupies a portion ofthe northern California Coast Range surrounded by the
Pacific Ocean on the west and the San Francisco Bay on the southeast (Figure 1). The landscape is
typified by small watersheds draining steep, thinly mantled, forested and grassland slopes. Steep
upland channels collect and flow through relatively steep, narrow, clayey and gravelly valley flats
resting in deep folds in the terrain, and finally into broad salt marsh estuaries. The landscape is
underlain by a highly deformed accumulation of pre-Cretaceous continental margin deposits
(primarily marine sedimentary sandstones and shales) of the Franciscan Formation (Figure 17).
Watersheds in this geologic province typically produce sediment yields among the highest in North
America (Judson and Ritter 1964, Brown and Ritter 1971, Knott 1971, Janda 1975, Brown 1975).

Corte Madera Creek drains a 28-sq. mi. area ofeastern Marin County (Figure 1). Its western
boundary is formed by a steep, forested ridge running northwest from the East Peak of Mt.
Tamalpais (elevation 2,671 ft) to Pine Mountain and then north-northeast to Lorna Alta (elevation
1,592 ft). San Anselmo, Fairfax, and Sleepy Hollow Creeks rise along these ridges and drain steep
upland areas onto relatively steep and laterally confined alluvial valley flats; these creeks combine
as San Anselmo Creek in Ross Valley at San Anselmo (Figure 2). San Anselmo Creek then flows
southeast through Ross Valley along the Cretaceous sandstone ridge running southeast along the
ea;stern edge of the basin. "Several minor intermittent tributaries rise on the grassland and grass-oak
woodland-covered hills along the northern and eastern edges of the basin. Ross Creek is a major
tributary to San Anselmo Creek at Ross. The channel is called Corte Madera Creek from the Ross
Creek confluence to San Francisco Bay Estuary. It drains into a tidal salt marsh at Kentfield, and
then into San Francisco Bay near Corte Madera. Larkspur Creek and Tamalpais Creek are the only
major tributaries to Corte Madera Creek that enter downstream from the tidal influenced zone's
upstream limit,at Kentfield and the USGS Gage at Ross.

Corte Madera Creek watershed's steep relief, high sediment yield, continuing tectonic uplift
and faulting, variable and fire-prone vegetative cover, active hillslope processes, and its semi-arid
Mediterranean climate punctuated by occasionally severe cyclonic rainstorms, all contribute to its
dynamic and spectacular natural environment. About 83 percent of total annual precipitation in the
basin occurs as rain in the five months between November 1 and April 1 (COE 1961). Average
annual rainfall varies from about 48 inches along its southwestern edge to about 34 inches along its
northeastern edge (Figure 4). Distribution of total rainfall across the watershed area during
individual large storms varies between storms. Total rainfall is greater in the southwestern portion
ofthe basin than the northeastern portion, as Loma Alta and the Pilot KnoblRoss Hill/Bald Hill areas
(Figure 2) typically receive the greatest total precipitation during large storms (COE 1961). The
Pilot Knob area near Ross and Kentfield often reports the highest precipitation ofany station in the
San Francisco Bay Area.
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The only USGS stream flow gage in the basin is above the tidal influenced zone at Ross
(Figure 2). The Ross Gage captures an 18.3-sq. mi. portion ofthe 28-sq. mi. basin (COE 1961). The
USGS measured mean daily flow at the Ross Gage from 1951 until it was discontinued in 1993. The
Marin County Flood Control District maintained the gage after 1993. The largest discharge of
record at Ross (about 6,000 cfs) occurred in January 1982. Only about 6 percent of total annual
precipitation occurs in the five months between May 1 and October 1 (COE 1961). Summer base
flow is low and discontinuous throughout the channel network during normal and dry years (Figure
5). For example, the Friends ofCorte Madera Creek (1997) reported there were at least 25 no-flow
days per year at Ross, averaging 69 no-flow days per year in 1988-1993. Year-round shallow
ground-water discharge maintains discontinuous surface flow at isolated locations throughout the
watershed. Rich (2000) details recent field investigations of discontinuous surface flow.

During the rainy season, intermittent stream channels and gullies rise in upland zero-order
subbasins with drainage areas greater than about 0.0 I square miles (about 5 acres; Figure 6). Upland
mainstem stream channels are typically narrow, shallow, straight, steep, boulder cascade and step
pool channels cut in bedrock, colluvium, and landslide and debris flow deposits, sometimes along
active faults. Overland and channelized fluvial sediment transport, downslope soil creep, landslides,
earthflows, and debris flows transport sediment from hillslopes to mainstem upland channels.
Underlying bedrock resistance and longitudinal and lateral (cross-valley) faulting control the long
term downcutting rate in upland stream channels; but episodes of local channel aggradation by
landslide and debris flow deposition controls short-term changes in local stream slope, in-channel
sediment storage, and shallow ground-water discharge. Between episodes ofchannel aggradation,
headward knick point channel bed and bank erosion is gradual. Debris flows are the principal agent
ofchannel bed and bank erosion in the upland channel network.

Following the Pleistocene-Holocene transition (about 10,000 - 12,000 years BP), increasing
sediment yield, rising sea level, and continuing tectonic uplift caused lower portions of eroding v
shaped upland valleys in Marin County watersheds to fill with sediment (Montgomery 1999),
creating u-shaped valleys. The present depth to bedrock in Corte Madera Creek alluvial channel
network varies from zero ft (by definition) at upland-alluvial transitions to about 40 ft near the
upstream limit ofthe tidal influenced zone at Kentfield (COE 1961; Figure 9). Within the tidal zone,
depth ofbay mud and alluvium above bedrock increases from about 40 ft at Kentfield to about 147
ft at Highway 101 nearthebasin outlet (COE 1961). Sea level elevation rose about 16 ft since 5,000
BP (Haible 1980), and about 300 ft from the onset of the Holocene to the present (Rice et al. 1976).
Holocene sea level rise probably influenced valley filling and valley flat slope in the alluvial channel
network approximately below the City of San Anselmo. The present alluvial channel network is
comprised of relatively steep, straight. pool-riffle, step-pool, and plane-bed channel segments
laterally confined in a straight and locally meandering channel network moderately to deeply
entrenched in the Holocene valley fill. Causes and effects of recent channel entrenchment are
discussed below.
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2.2 CHANGES IN AQUATIC AND RIPARIAN HABITAT CREATING PROCESSES AND

CONDITIONS CAUSED BY RECENT CHANNEL ENTRENCHMENT

Corte Madera Creek watershed's entrenched alluvial channel network sustains less aquatic
and riparian habitat than the pre-entrenchment channel network. By inference, the pre-entrenchment
channel was a straight and locally meandering, relatively shallow, sand-and-gravel, pool-riffle and
plane-bed channel with sand-and-gravel point bars. Lateral channel migration associated with active
channel meandering eroded loose alluvial channel banks and deposited gravel transported from
upland areas on accreting inside point bars. Lateral channel migration eroded woody debris into the
channel, and point bar accretion provided new locations for pioneer riparian plants to establish and
survive. Overbank flooding deposited fine sediment over a wide zone on the valley flat during
floods. This way, channel meandering and floodplain deposition maintained aquatic habitat
complexity and a wide and diverse riparian corridor. The shallow ground-water table recharged by
subsurface inflow from beneath the mountain fronts and tributary channels flowing over the clay-rich
alluvium supported seasonal floodplain wetlands on the valley flat (Figure 3, Figure 16).

, '

The pre-entrenchment channel network was probably also braided locally and shifted
between main channels by channel avulsion during high flows. Such channel forms and processes
are typical for streams draining Coast Range Franciscan sandstone and melange watersheds in the
semi-arid Mediterranean climate zone (Hecht 1994, Kondolfet al. in press).

Lateral migration, floodplain deposition, channel avulsion, and woody debris recruitment
were arrested when the channel cut deeply into the valley fill. The present channel is similar in plan
form as the pre-entrenchment channel, but active channel width and riparian corridor width were
reduced throughout the alluvial channel network (Figure 3). Entrenchm'ent increased 'the flood
capacity of the channel; much ofthe alluvial channel network contains the '50-year flood' (HUD
1976). Thus, the channel abandoned the pre-entrenchment floodplain on the valley flat.
Entrenchment also drew down the shallow alluvial ground-water table, further reducing riparian,
seasonal floodplain wetland and vernal pool habitat on the valley flat (Figure 3).

Entrenchment also increased flow velocity and channel bed and bank shear stress by
confining flood flows. Increased velocities and shear stresses during high discharges prevents
reestablishment of gravel bars and pool-riffle bed morphology similar'to the pre-entrenchment
conditions. Narrow, fixed gravel bars dominate the channel bed. Unnaturally high. coarse grained
gravel bars throughout the alluvial portion ofFairfax Creek and San Anselmo Creek appear to have
been deposited during deep, confined flood flows. These elevated. coarse. well-drained gravel
deposits enabled riparian trees to establish and mature within the channel. Reinforcement hy mature
tree root systems prevented significant erosion during recent, larger floods~ the reinforced .flood
bars' act as resistant inset channel banks, further reducing active channel width and further
preventing inset floodplain and pool-rime development as well as increasing flooding potential.

The majority of deep substrate pools are lateral scour pools where high flows impinge
obliquely on (and create helical flow patterns along) resistant channel banks, tree roots, floodwalls,
and rip-rap. The density and connectivity of these substrate pools is probably much less than for
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pre-entrenchment substrate pools, assuming the pre-entrenchment channel form supported pool
density associated with theoretically normal pool-riffle spacing of about 4-7 channel widths.

2.3 EVIDENCE OF HOLOCENE VALLEY ALLUVIATION AND RECENT CHANNEL

ENTRENCHMENT IN MARIN COUNTY WATERSHEDS

Valley filling in northern coastal California began near the Pleistocene-Holocene transition,
consistent with the post-glacial valley filling and entrenchment sequence in other parts ofCalifornia
and North America (Montgomery 1999, Harvey et a1. 1999a). Radiocarbon e4C) dates of basal
gravel contacts in the San Francisco Bay Region showed that regional valley filling began with the
late Pleistocene-Holocene transition, about 10,000-12,000 years BP (Montgomery 1999).\

Haible (1980) used radiocarbon dating and detailed surveys of exposed channel bank
sediment stratigraphy in the Walker Creek basin in northwestern Marin County to show that
Holocene valley filling evidently occurred in a single episode (Figure 1).2 Haible speculated that
Holocene alluviation was followed by two recent but distinct channel entrenchment periods. The
first phase of channel entrenchment in the high terrace forming the valley flat may have begun in
about AD 1720. The second phase ofentrenchment indicated by remnants ofan inner terrace may
have begun in about 1915. Grazing in the Walker Creek basin began in about 1820 and grazing and
landscape denudation became most intense in about 1900.

Collins (1998) also concluded that two recent but distinct channel entrenchment periods
occurred in the lower Novato Creek watershed in northeastern Marin County (Figure 1). The first
phase evidently began in about 1835 associated with the onset oflivestock grazing in the 1820s, and
the second phase began in the 1950s following construction of Stafford Dam. Collins inferred
individual periods of channel entrenchment from the rooting elevation of tree-ring dated riparian
trees. A number of even-aged trees rooted on an abandoned inset terrace just below the valley flat
elevation were estimated to have been established in about 1835, and a number of even-aged trees
rooted on a lower inset terrace were estimated to have begun growth in the 1950s.

Riparian trees in th.e Corte Madera Creek watershed exhibit similar rooting elevation-age
structure as Collins (1998) observed in the Novato Creek basin. Riparian trees greater than 100
years in age are invariably rooted on the valley flat or high on the channel banks just below the

I Haible (1980) dated one sample ofwoodfrom a clayey lens "estimated to be in lower halfofbasal gravel
member". the lower member ofvalleyfill in the Walker Creek basin, northwestern Marin County. Although the
single sample was not extractedfrom near bedrock-basal gravel contacts, Haible (1980) assigned the 5,000 years
BP date to the onset ofalluviation in Walker Creek. It is likely. however, that valley alluviation in the Walker Creek
basin began 10,000-12.000 years BP. consistent with regional observations. Radiocarbon dates ofmore numerous
samples taken from near the bedrock-basal gravel contact wouldprobably verify this.

2 Haible (1980) identified two prominent Holocene alluvial units in the Walker Creek valley fill. The lower
. member was a cross-bedded gravel deposit about 5 ft thick overlying bedrock, and the upper member was a massive

brown sand deposit about 6 to 20ft thick. A similar Holocene valley fill stratigraphic sequence is exposed in the
channel banks in Ross Valley.
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valley flat. Riparian trees approximately 50 years in age, primarily Alder (A/nus), are rooted on
surfaces of high, coarse-grained gravel bars evidently formed during the 1955 flood, or consistent
elevations on channel banks. Assuming that the 50-year old trees were in fact established on
surfaces of bars deposited in the 1955 flood,3 rather than on an abandoned floodplain elevation as
Collins concluded was the case for lower Novato Creek, the rooting elevation-age structure in the
Corte Madera Creek watershed suggests that a single period of channel entrenchment began more
than 100 years BP and continued to the present.

Montgomery (1999) used radiocarbon dates of progressively shallower valley fill in
Tennessee Valley in southwestern Marin County (Figure 1), to show that valley filling began at the
beginning ofthe Holocene, and that episodic valley aggradation continued from the early Holocene
to the present. Montgomery presented geomorphic evidence showing that a single episode ofrapid
channel entrenchment occurred in Tennessee Valley between 1855 and 1907, followed by minor
valley aggradation and relative channel stability since 1907. Tennessee valley was intensively
grazed in 1855-1892, but less intensively in 1892-1972.

In summary, the available regional sedimentological data indicate that valley filling began
about 10,000-12,000 years BP and continued to the present. Many researchers attribute recent
regional' channel entrenchment to increased livestock grazing intensity during the latter halfof the
1800s, coinciding with a number of wetter than average water years (Montgomery 1999, Collins
1998, Haible 1980, Wahrhaftig and Wagner 1972, Zumwalt 1972). Montgomery (1999)
hypothesized that channel response to intense grazing at the turn-of-the-century would continue for
hundreds ofyears. In the Corte Madera Creek watershed, these ongoing responses appear to include:
(1) incremental channel head advance in the highest reaches of the drainage network; (2)
decreasingly rapid channel bed incision and bank erosion in the upper alluvial channel network; and
(3) decreasingly rapid channel bed aggradation in lower reaches of the watershed.

2.4 DISTINGUISHING BETWEEN PROBABLE CAUSES OF RECENT CHANNEL

ENTRENCHMENT IN THE CORTE MADERA CREEK WATERSHED

The available geomorphic evidence indicates that the timing and causes of channel
entrenchment in the Corte Madera Creek watershed valley bottoms are consistent with the period
ofconcurrent channel entrenchment in Marin County watersheds. Rapid channel entrenchment in
the Corte Madera Creek alluvial channel network between about 1850 and 1910 was probably
initiated by altered water and sediment runoffmechanisms due to vegetation removal by logging and
grazing, coinciding with a period of frequent and relatively large. but not uncommon storms. To
support this assertion, the four possible causal modes ofchannel entrenchment (Montgomery 1999)
and the evidence supporting or refuting each of the four modes are summarized below. This
summary also provides additional discussion of historical watershed changes.

3 Long-term creek neighbors on Fulr/ax ('reck recall that the channel bed was devoid ofriparian trees in
the mid-1950s and remember that the ald"Ts in th,' channel established at about that lime (Louis Vaccaro. peTS.
comm., 1999).
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MODE

TABLE 1
POSSIBLE CAUSAL MODES OF CHANNEL ENTRENCHMENT

DESCRIPTION

Short-tenn Climate Variation

Declining Sea Level

Naturally Unstable Sediment
Transport Regime

Land Use Modification

Source: Montgomery (1999)

A period of extreme rainfall initiates downcutting
through a series of unusually high peak discharges;

A falling base level (sea level elevation) at the
watershed outlet accelerates erosion upslope in the
watershed;

Sediment transport through fluvial systems is
inherently unstable, which results in cyclic
aggradation and entrenchment; and

Land use modification causes channel
entrenchment by changing either the erodibility of
valley bottoms or runoff generation mechanisms.

2.4.1 SHORT-TERM CLIMATE VARIATION

Channel entrenchment in the Corte Madera Creek watershed cannot be attributed to short
term climate variation, in and ofitself. Regional climatic data shows that the period just prior to and
during the period ofrapid channel entrenchment is not an anomalous climatic period. A number of
wetter than average years occurred during this period, but according to long-term regional
dendrochronological data, periods with similar positive departures from long-term mean
precipitation rate occurred at least 24 times in the last 1,200 years (Montgomery 1999, Graumilch
1993). High peak flows associated with these wet years were probably a contributing cause, but not
the principal cause, of channel entrenchment.

2.4.2 SEA LEVEL DECLINE

Channel entrenchment in the Corte Madera Creek watershed cannot be attributed to declining
sea level. Sea level elevation rose about 16 ft since 5,000 BP (Haible 1980), and about 300 ft since
about 12,000 BP (Rice et al. 1996:41).

2.4.3 NATURALLY UNSTABLE SEDIMENT TRANSPORT REGIME

Channel entrenchment in the Corte Madera Creek watershed cannot be attributed to its
naturally unstable sediment transport regime, in and ofitself. Extensive field reconnaissance during
this study did not reveal evidence ofcyclic entrenchment and aggradation in the Corte Madera Creek
watershed. Regional sedimentological evidence indicates that cyclic entrenchment and aggradation
did not occur in Marin County watersheds. The Holocene was typified by continuous valley
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aggradation from the Pleistocene-Holocene transition to the present period of rapid channel
entrenchment. Rapid channel entrenchment was caused by increased peak runoffand sediment yield
not associated with natural cyclic variation in sediment yield and transport. Land use modifications,
such as the introduction of intense livestock grazing, generally increase peak runoff and sediment
yields significantly more than natural climatic and sediment transport variation. For example,
Prosser and Dietrich (1995) simulated the effect of grazing by clipping vegetation within
experimental test sites on grassland hillslopes in Tennessee Valley, western Marin County (Figure
1). They found that critical, or minimum necessary, shear stress for eroding soil particles by
overland flow entrainment decreased 3 to 9 times following clipping, a level of change they
concluded was greater than climate influences alone generally affects. This experiment
demonstrated that the short-term effects ofhuman actions generally dominate the influence oflong~
term natural processes on runoff and sediment regimes. Other experiments have demonstrated this
for impacts on water and sediment runoffmechanisms related to agriculture, construction, logging,
and wildfire suppression.

2.4.4 MODIFIED LAND USE

The available evidence supports only the hypothesis that rapid channel entrenchment in the
Corte Madera Creek watershed was caused by land use changes, especially logging and increasingly
intense livestock grazing in the late 1800s (Figure 11). These rapid land use changes coincided with
a number ofwetter than average but not uncommon water years (Figure 15).4 Logging and intense
grazing alter vegetation cover, soil permeability, soil moisture capacity, and drainage density so as
to increase instantaneous peak flow and sediment discharge, which increases channel depth and
channel slope by progressive upstream downcutting and headcut advance extending throughout the
affected drainage basin.

Overview ofLand Use Modifications

Corte Madera is Spanish for "cut wood"; virtually all of the trees in the watershed were
harvested in the middle 1800s, either for timber or firewood (D. Odion, MMWD, pers. comm.,
10/12/99). Spanish Land Grant Ranchos subdivided Marin County.. Redwood and fir areas were
entirely logged for timber. Oak woodland and chaparral areas were harvested for firewood, and
intervening prairies were grazed by sheep or dairy cattle. Marin County Ranchos provided firewood
to heat homes in San Francisco. The Spanish Land Grant Rancho located at the present town ofMill·.. ;
Valley and the surrounding watershed was named "Corte Madera del Presidio" -- essentially, in this
case, "fire wood for the Presidio".

A considerable amount of timber was also cut from the hillslopes surrounding Mill Valley.
Firewood from the Corte Madera Creek watershed was exported via Kentfield Landing. Baltimore
Canyon (the Larkspur Creek subwatershed) was named for the timber sawmill transported to
Larkspur from Baltimore, Maryland. by sailboat around Cape Hom in 1849; sawyers harvested old
growth redwood forests from the lower slopes of Mt. Tamalpais in Larkspur Creek, Tamalpais

4 Flooding occurred in Marin County in,/86/. 1862. 1879. 1881. 1890. and 1895 (Montgomery 1999).
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Creek, and Ross Creek basins in short order. A contemporary document concluded that "the
principal forest tracts now uncut [in Marin County] are in the Lagunitas Canyon and at Pt. Reyes.
The whole slope ofTarnalpais in early days was more or less wooded, but by far the greater portion
has been denuded. There are about 15,000 acres [23 sq. mi.] ofavailable timber remaining, nearly
all of which is in the above localities" (Alley, Bowen & Co. 1880:90).

The distribution of pre-European forested areas and vegetation types in the Corte Madera
Creek watershed is approximated by the present distribution of vegetation types in the basin, both
being controlled by microclimate and soil type. Thus, the historical distribution of logging and
firewood harvesting activities can be estimated by the present distribution of suitable vegetation
types. Similarly, the historical distribution of livestock grazing during the 1800s and early 1900s
can be estimated by the present distribution of grass-oak woodland and grassland vegetation types
(Figure 12). The most extensive oak savanna and grassland areas in the Rancho Canada de Herrera
were in the Sleepy Hollow Creek and Sorich Creek basins; dairy ranches persisted in these basins
into the middle 1900s. Ranches in the Greenbrae and Laurel Canyon areas along the eastern edge
of the basin were urbanized earlier (Figure 13). Virtually all of the valley flats and immediately
adjacent hillslopes were certainly grazed, including valley flats in the San Anselmo, Carey Camp,
Wood Lane, Deer Park, Fairfax, Bothin, Iron Spring, Tarnalpais, and Larkspur Creek basins. Upland
areas in Fairfax, San Anselmo, Wood Lane, Deer Park and Ross Creek basins were also certainly
grazed, including areas surrounding Lorna Alta, White Hill, Happersberger Point, Sky Ranch, Bald
Hill, and Ross Hill. The Porteous Ranch occupied the Phoenix Lake basin. A portion ofthe Lewiz

. . Ranch on the eastern slope ofLorna Alta is the only area in the basin that is still grazed (Location
19 in Figure 23).

Forest harvesting and intense grazing modifies or temporarily rempves vegetative cover that
would reduce and delay fluvial transport of rainfall and sediment to major river channels during
rainstorms. An intensely logged or grazed landscape thus transports more water and more sediment
to the channel network more quickly. The effect is increased instantaneous peak runoff for a given
storm. Concentrated runoff initiates channel head advance, gullying, and drainage network
expansion, all of which reinforce increased runoff peaks and fluvial transport of sediment from
hillsides to the alluvial channel network.

A contemporary civil engineer reported that livestock grazing "has been so close and
continuous, that the forage plants and grasses have nearly disappeared" (Manson 1899:300, as cited
in Montgomery 1999). Manson (1899) attributed rapid channel erosion in northern California Coast
Range valleys to grazing practices intensifying near the end of the 1800s. Manson wrote:

When man, actuated by greed or ignorance, or a combination ofthe two, destroys the
protection which nature spreads over rolling and mountain areas, he turns loose
agencies which soon pass beyond his control. The protecting agent is vegetation, and
whether in the form of forests, brush, or forage plants and grasses, the balance
between it and denuding forces is easily tipped, when the inexorable law of gravity
unchecked by myriad blades of grass, by leaves, roots, and vegetable mold, gullies
the hillside, strips the mountain slope, converts rivulet into the torrent, and causes the
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steady flow ofthe river to become alternately a devastating flood or a parched sand
bed. When once this balance has been destroyed, man cannot tum back the torrent
and bid it flow once more a living and life-giving stream.

Natural runoff processes probably reestablished in part by the early to middle 1900s as
portions ofthe basin reforested. Natural runoffmechanisms also were partially restored in grassland
areas of the basin as grazing intensity gradually reduced in the early to middle 1900s, but many of
the grazed areas were rapidly urbanized. Natural runoff mechanisms in steep and/or protected
grassland, chaparral, and oak savanna areas, not urbanized in the middle to late 1900s, have more
completely restored, but drainage network expansion and gullying have not completely reversed, and
shallow-rooted annual European grasses have replaced deep-rooted native perennial bunch ·grasses.
Thus, it is reasonable to presume that the present watershed sediment yield by hillslope processes
is greater than for the pre-European watershed condition.

Although natural runoff mechanisms partially recovered in forested areas, and to a lesser
extent in grazing areas protected from urbanization, any reduction in instantaneous peak runoffwas
offset by the reinforcing effect ofurbanization (Figure 14). Urbanization further increases drainage
density by replacing natural runoffroutes with impermeable surfaces, streets and stormwater drains.
Urbanization also reinforces increased rainfall runoff by suppressing the natural wildfire regime.
When fires do occur, they are hotter and thus remove more vegetative cover and cause greater
increases in soil impermeability, particularly in chaparral areas.s Urbanization can also induce

. catastrophic local sediment .inputs by causing local landslides, gullying, or debris flows by
concentrating overland flow and road-cutting on hillslop~s. Landsliding into upland channels is the
principal sediment source mechanism in northern California Coast Range watersheds. Human
actions that increase landslide frequency ormagnitude therefore can substantially increase watershed
sediment yield compared to natural, pre-disturbance yields.

Corte Madera Creek rainfall runoff peaks can probably be reduced ifmeasures are taken to
increase on-site stormwater retention in urbanized areas (Figure 15). However, a high proportion
of clay-rich alluvium and local saturation of the alluvial fill during the rainy season limits the
potential feasibility and effectiveness of stormwater retention at many sites in the watershed. A
methodology for identifying and evaluating suitability of candidate demonstration project sites is
outlined in Appendix J.

S Urbanizalion suppresses the frequency and extent ofwildfires. which increases the density ofso-cal(ed
ladder fuel materials above the groundcover and below the canopy (rouline wildfires suppress ladder fuel density
and are ajundamental ecological process supporting some plant communities, such as chappara/). The result is
fewer and less extensive but more intense wi/djirE:s, which can produce rapid sediment delivery to the channel
network (De Bano 1969)..
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2.5 NATURAL GEOMORPHIC RECOVERY OF THE CORTE MADERA CREEK

WATERSHED'S ENTRENCHED ALLUVIAL CHANNEL NETWORK

Entrenchment is a common geomorphic response to increased peak runoff and sediment
yields initiated by intense landscape disturbance; entrenchment enables the channel to transport
increased sediment load by increasing flow velocities and channel gradient. Natural geomorphic
recovery ofentrenched channels occurs primarily by these geomorphic processes: As sediment load
decreases following the period of intense disturbance, channel gradient generally decreases by
progressive upstream channel aggradation in the lower portion of the watershed, progressive
headward channel incision in the upland reaches, and relative channel bed stabilization, channel
widening and increased channel meandering in the middle reaches.

Following entrenchment, larger and larger floods were entirely contained in the deepened
channel, and more and more excess hydraulic energy eroded the channel bed and banks, This
positive feedback mechanism prevents recovery ofthe pre-entrenchment channel form. Entrenched
channels rarely re-occupy their pre-entrenchment floodplain. Rather, entrenched channels typically
remain entrenched, but reach a more stable bed elevation (channel depth) and channel slope, and
then widen (Schumm 1999, Figure 16).

Widening further increases flood capacity, but also reduces maximum flow velocity and bed
and bank shear stress by reducing average flow depth and velocity during floods. Widening also
allows some channel meandering to occur, which further reduces channel gradient. Increased width,
increased meandering, and decreased gradient allow inset floodplain formation and pool-riffle
development within the entrenched channel; active floodplain formation and pool-riffle development
also indicate that the natural geomorphic recovery processes are underway,

The process ofsystematic channel widening can be expected to continue at or near its present
rate for at least several more decades or hundreds ofyears, until the active channel width approaches
its pre-entrenchment value (Figure 3). Then, the plan form boundaries of the active channel will
become more stable, and habitat-creating processes will occur within entrenched channel that can
sustain riparian and aquatic habitat values that are comparable to those formerly sustained by the
pre-entrenchment channel (Figure 16).

2.6· SEDIMENT YIELDS AND A PRELIMINARY SEDIMENT BUDGET FOR THE CORTE

MADERA CREEK WATERSHED

Sediment load is the measured or estimated amount of sediment flowing past a designated
location in the channel network from its contributing watershed drainage area. Sediment load is
comprised ofbedload, suspended sediment load, and washload (dissolved sediment). •\'cdimentyield
is the rate ofsediment passing from the outlet ofa designated drainage basin per unit drainage area.
e.g. reported in units such as tons/sq.mi.lyear. The USGS commonly measures sediment yield at
flow gaging stations by periodically sampling bedload and suspended sediment load passing the gage

. for a range of discharges. Average yield is calculated by integrating over a frequency distribution
of discharge from the long-term record. Sediment yield can also be accurately measured for areas
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draining into reservoirs that trap 100 percent or some known percentage of the total incoming
sediment load; yield is calculated by measuring the reduction in reservoir storage capacity caused
by sediment deposition in the reservoir over a known time period. Published estimates of sediment
yield are available for many drainage basins above USGS stream gaging stations and dams
throughout the U.S. These data show that the basin's underlying geologic type strongly influences
average annual sediment yield for a given drainage basin area.

USGS or reservoir sediment yield data are often not available at the outlet of the drainage
area of interest. In the absence of data, as is the case with the USGS gage at Ross, sediment yield
can be reasonably estimated by empirical relations between sediment size distribution present on and
beneath the channel bed and s~diment transport (e.g., Parker and Klingeman 1982), integrated over
a probability function of discharge at the site.6 Estimates of sediment yield for a given drainage
basin should be compared to measured sediment yields for basins with the similar underly'ing
geology, or basins in the same geologic province.

A sediment budget is an accounting procedure that adds and subtracts sediment source rates
and sediment sink rates identified in the drainage area to account for the measured or estimated total
sediment yield at its outlet. For example, Kelsey (1980) constructed a detailed 1941-1975 sediment
budget for the Van Duzen River 'in Humboldt County that distinguishes sediment sources and sinks
accounting for measured sediment yield at the basin outlet at Bridgeville (Table 2).

Kelsey (1980) showed that fluvial transport from upland hillslope sediment sources produced
95 percent of the sediment delivered to the alluvial channel network in 1941-1975, while channel
bed and bank erosion produced only 5 percent. Kelsey also showed that sediment yields per unit
drainage area were greater for unforested subwatersheds underlain by less competent Franciscan
rocks. For example, rolling and humocky grassland-covered subwatersheds underlain by less
competent Franciscan melange rocks comprised only 38 percent of the total drainage area, but
yielded 91-99 percent ofthe total hilIslope sediment yield. Steep, forested subwatersheds underlain
by more competent Franciscan sandstones and metasandstones comprised 55 percent of total
drainage area but produced only 1-8 percent ofhillslope sediment yield. Thus, Franciscan melange
subwatersheds produced about 30 times more sediment yield per square mile than competent
Franciscan sandstone subwatersheds. Kelsey also showed that sediment yield by bedload sediment
transport was typically 9-15 percent ofthe yield by suspended sediment transport in the Van Duzen
River watershed.

This study used measurements of changes in historical channel geometry from 1976-1999
and model estimates of average annual bedload sediment yield from major upland subwatersheds
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to construct a preliminary sediment budget accounting for total sediment yield at Ross (Table 3,
Figure 18).

TABLE 2
ESTIMATED SEDIMENT BUDGET FOR

THE VAN DUZEN RIVER WATERSHED AT BRIDGEVILLE

(in tons/sq.mi./year, and percentage of total sediment delivered to the channel)

Total sediment yield measured at Bridgeville (7700,83%)

= Sediment yield from uplands by fluvial transport from hillslopes (6800, 73%)

+ Sediment yield from uplands by landslide sediment inputs (2000, 22%)

+ Sediment yield by channel bed and bank erosion along the alluvial channel
nenNork(SOO,5%)

- Channel bed aggradation in the alluvial channel nenNork (1600, 17%)

Source: Kelsey (1980)

TABLE 3
PRELIMINARY CONCEPTUAL SEDIMENT BUDGET FOR

CORTE MADERA CREEK WATERSHED AT Ross

(I) Total sediment yield estimated at Ross (tons/sq.mi./yr)

(2) Sediment yield from upland channels/subwatersheds (tons/sq.mi./yr)

+ (3) Sediment yield by channel bed and bank erosion along the alluvial channel
nenNork (tons/sq.mi.lyr)

- (4) Channel bed aggradation in the alluvial channel network (tons/sq.mi./yr)

This preliminary sediment budget accounts for sediment generated by hillslope processes in
upland subwatersheds and sediment generated by channel bed and bank erosion and channel
aggradation in the alluvial channel network. This budget does not distinguish between various
sediment source mechanisms (e.g.. landslides, debris flows, downslope soil creep, gully transport
and gully headcut advance, overland sheetwash, etc.). Rather, it estimates sediment load from
upland chaJinel networks by estimating the capacity ofthe channel outlet to pass sediment, given its
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hydrology, slope, form, and channel bed sediment size distribution (following Parker and Klingeman
1982). Assuming there is no long-term net channel bed erosion/aggradation in the upland channel
network, the estimated load passing the outlet should approximate the load delivered to the channel
network by hillslope processes.

The available historical channel geometry, sediment yield, and sediment transport data
influenced the time period for which the budget could be estimated, and the methods and
assumptions used to quantify estimates for budget components. Existing data and study approach
are reviewed below in Section 3, and methods and assumptions are documented in Section 4.
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3. THE INFLUENCE OF HISTORICAL DATA SOURCES AND DATA

GAPS ON STUDY ApPROACH

Section 3.1 reviews hydrology, sediment transport, and sediment yield data useful for
estimating sediment yield by various generating mechanisms in the watershed. Section 3.1.6 reviews
existing regional data useful for comparing to this study's results, such as sediment transport and
sediment yield data from comparable watersheds are summarized in tables appended to the end of
this report. Section 3.2 reviews historical channel geometry data, photos, and other accounts useful
for quantifying sediment yield by channel bed and bank erosion in the alluvial channel network..

3.1 HYDROLOGY, SEDIMENT TRANSPORT, AND SEDIMENT YIELD DATA

3.1.1 HYDROLOGY DATA

In January 1951, the USGS began mean daily flow measurements about 300ft upstream of
the Lagunitas Road Bridge in Ross (Figure 2). The USGS published mean daily flows and monthly
and annual summary data for this gage, Corte Madera Creek at Ross, no. 11460000, until it was
discontinued in September 1993. (MCFCD maintained the gage after 1993). The USGS reported
that the records were "poor" for some water years. Inaccurate flow records were probably caused

. by progressive channel bed aggradation at the gage since it was constructed (Figure 10). Although
the bed level elevation has recently stabilized, historical fluctuations probably continually caused
the stage-discharge relation from which the USGS calculated mean daily flow to change. The gage
also does not record a portion of extremely high flows that overflow onto streets parallel to Corte
Madera Creek. We used mean daily discharges for the entire period ofUSGS records (1951-1993)
to prepare a flow frequency distribution used in our model estimates ofsediment yield by sediment
transport past the Ross Gage. We apportioned the flow frequency distribution by subwatershed
drainage area to produce distributions used in subwatershed sediment yield estimates.

3.1.2 SEDIMENT TRANSPORT DATA AND SEDIMENT YIELD ESTIMATES

Sediment transport measurements can be used to calibrate analytical sediment transport
models for estimating sediment yields and constructing sediment budgets. The USGS published
daily suspended sediment concentration data at the Ross Gage for 1978, 1979, and 1980, and several
bedload transport measurements in 1978. The EPA (1985) published suspended and bedload
sediment size distribution and estimated yield data at the Ross Gage for 1978-1980 (COE 1987).
These are the only published historical sediment transport measurements for the watershed. We
calculated total suspended and bedload sediment yields for these water years directly from these
USGS published data and included these results in our summary comparisons ofregional sediment
yield data and results of this study (Table 10). We also used these data to calibrate the Parker
Klingeman bedload transport model which we used to estimate annual average bedload transport at
the Ross Gage.
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Referring to the USGS sediment transport data for 1978-1980, COE (1989: 19) noted that
"Measured sediment inflow data for Corte Madera Creek are inadequate to determine a reliable
sediment inflow rating curve for the entire range ofdischarges considered in this study." However,

. based partly on these data and EPA (1985) sediment size distribution data, a 1989 COE sediment
transport model estimated the average annual bedload sediment yield at the Ross Gage was about
8,200 cubic yards or 11,070 tons (COE 1989:34). The COE includes very fine sand and fine sand
size fractions (0.062-0.250 mm) estimated to pass the gage in the bedload sediment yield (COE
1989:31). This study's sediment transport model assumed sediment less than 0.250 mm would ,be
transported past the gage as suspended load rather than bedload. The COE model should therefore
estimate total sediment yield at Ross to be about 10 percent greater than our model results. Noting
this difference, we included the COE bedload yield estimate in our comparisons ofbedload and total
sediment yield estimates at Ross Gage.

3.1.3 CHANNEL SEDIMENT DREDGING RECORDS

Repeated channel sediment dredging records can provide estimates ofsediment inflow. The
Town of Ross extracted sediment in the vicinity of Lagunitas Road Bridge each year since 1987,
except 1990 and 1992 (Charlie Goodman, Town of Ross, pers. comm., 2000). These data do not
provide a direct measurement or reliable independent estimate of total bedload sediment yield at
Ross because only a portion of the bedload transport past Ross is deposited in the extraction reach
below the bridge. We obtained these data to provide a lower limit estimate of bedload sediment

. inflow at the Ross Gage, about 300 feet upstream from the extraction site. These data do not include
sediment size distribution for the extracted materials. Ac<:ording to interviews conducted during the
course of this study, there was not channel dredging before the Town ofRoss started in 1987.

We also obtained data for sediment extracted by the COE and MCFCD from the flood
control channel in the vicinity of College of Marin Bridge in 1972, 1986, and 1998 (Jason Nutt,
MCFCD, pers. comm., 2000). These data indicate that a small portion of the annual sediment
transport was extracted by these dredging activities. The data did not include an estimate of
sediment volume extracted by COE in 1972. If these data exist, they might provide an annual
deposition value, as the flood control channel was completed in 1971.

Various investigators have collected bed sediment samples from the flood control channel
and analyzed sediment size distribution (e.g., Shepherd 1987). However, most of these data have
not been published. The COE probably also holds related data not obtained during this study. The
complete set of sediment extraction and size distribution data was not compiled in this study.
Regardless, these data describe the portion ofinflowing material deposited at Ross, and not the entire
load, and therefore would only provide an extreme lower limit for sediment yield estimates at Ross.

MMWD dredges approximately 100 yards of bed material along Wood Lane Creek at the
subwatershed outlet site (at Marin Stables) in order to prevent sediment deposition from blocking
culverts immediately below the site. The volume ofsediment potentially trapped in the excavation
is in the approximate range of estimated annual bedload sediment yield at the site. It may be
possible to roughly calibrate Wood Lane .Creek subwatershed sediment yield estimates developed
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as part of this study with annual extraction and refilling data. We surveyed the post-excavation
bathymetry of the trap in order to estimate refilling by repeated surveys, and re-surveyed the
bathymetry twice during the 1999-2000 winter rainy season.

Marin County Open Space District (MCOSD) annually excavates sediment plugging more
than about 60 culverts along the Southern Marin Line fire road below Corte Madera Ridge (Brian
Sanford, MCOSD, pers. comm., 1999). If data were kept to estimate the total excavation volume,
they could provide a lower limit estimate of sediment yield from Corte Madera Ridge above the
Southern Marin Line fire road (Site no. 2 in Figure 23). Such an estimate would probably
reasonably represent the lower limit of sediment yield for those sediment sizes above the dominant
size class represented in the excavated material, but would not accurately account for the yield of
finer sediment not efficiently trapped by the Southern Marin Line road-cut. Ambrosia beetle
infestation is likely to cause substantial die-off of tan oak on Corte Madera Ridge (D. Odion,
MMWD, pers. comm., 1999). Monitoring sediment yield above the road-cut might allow an
estimate of any increased sediment yield caused by the beetle infestation over time.

3.1.4 RESERVOIR SEDIMENTATION DATA AND DREDGING RECORDS

Reservoir sedimentation rates can provide an accurate estimate of long-term average
sediment inflow from the drainage area contributing to the reservoir. Calculated sediment yield can
be compared to estimated sediment yields in other comparable portions ofthe basin. Phoenix Dam
was built ca. 1913 to impound runoff from 2.3 square miles of the upper Ross Creek subwatershed
for water supply (Figure 2). However, long-term sedimentation rates cannot be calculated for the
upper Ross Creek subwatershed because MMWD does not hold as-built or contemporary
bathymetric maps of the reservoir (Dana Roxon, MMWD, pers. comm., 1999). The volume of
Phoenix Lake, and changes in its volume, Calmot be accurately calculated without repeat bathymetric
surveys. These surveys are not anticipated, because sedimentation is not considered a problem for
Phoenix Lake; MMWD is updating its reservoir capacity database and monitoring program in Lake
Nicasio and other watersheds (Dana Roxon, pers. comm., 1999), evidently where sediment yield is
greater, and/or demand for reservoir capacity is greater.

MMWD reportedly dredged an unknown volume ofPhoenix Creek delta deposits from the
reservoir. The volume extracted would not provide an accurate measurement oflong-term average
sediment yield from the Phoenix Creek subwatershed,because original bathymetric data is not
available.

There are several smaller reservoirs and check dams in the watershed that have already
completely filled with sediment, preventing calculation ofshort-term sediment yields. For example,
a dam on Bill Williams Creek just upstream from Phoenix Lake is completely filled with sediment.
MCOSD installed a series ofboulder check dams to slow downcutting near the outlet ofCarey Camp
Creek in the San Anselmo Creek subwatershed that filled in with sediment in approximately two
winters (Brian Sanford, MCOSD, pers. comm., 1999). Westbrae Dam on Fairfax Creek is
completely filled with sediment. Lower limits for bedload sediment yield from Bill Williams, Carey
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Camp, and upper Fairfax Creek could potentially be estimated ifdata were obtained for these filled
reservoirs describing sediment volume, dam construction date, and the date reservoir filled.

3.1.5 HILLSLOPE PROCESS RATE DATA

Detailed sediment budget studies generally indicate that sediment transported to the channel
network by landsliding and earthflows dominate total sediment yield in northern California Coast
Range watersheds underlain by FranCiscan melange. Thus, quantifying annual sediment yield from
the various discrete hillslope sediment production mechanisms is often important not only for
understanding where the sediment is coming from, but also where and how best to improve upland
management practices in order to reduce sediment yield.

HiIlslopes transport sediment to upland channels by landsliding, earthflows, fluvial transport
in gullies, gully headcut advance, downslope soil creep, and overland sheetwash. Detailed sequential
aerial photographic interpretation combined with rather extensive ground-truthing can be sufficient
to roughly quantify annual yields from some ofthese discrete source mechanisms. More accurately
quantifying annual yields additionally requires longer-term field monitoring using a variety ofoffice
and field methods, such as those described by Reid and Dunne (1996). Inevitably however, accurate
estimates are naturally confounded by the episodic nature of hillslope sediment contributions in
Coast Range watersheds: For example, Kelsey (1980) attributed 21 percent of the total sediment
yield for 1941-1975 to landsliding that occurred in 1964. Therefore, aerial photo interpretation and
field monitoring must capture a representative portion of the long-term record in order to produce
accurate average yield estimates. These methods are also confounded because the view of the
ground surface is partially obstructed in forested watersheds.

Quantitative hillslope process rate data were not available for any portion of·the Corte
Madera Creek watershed. This study did not attempt to quantify sediment yields by discrete
hillslope sediment source mechanisms. Rather, this study estimated sediment yield from upland
channel networks by sediment transport modeling. The amount of sediment passing upland
subwatershed outlet sites is approximately the same as the amount ofsediment delivered to upland
channels from hillslopes, because upland channels are cut entirely in colluvial materials derived from
upslope or bedrock; there is virtually no long-term sediment storage in the channel or floodplain.
Partially owing to channel entrenchment, there is little ifany alluvial deposition on the channel bed,
floodplains, or terraces within the modeled subwatershed areas. Furthermore, the channel
dimensions and slope at the subwatershed outlet sites reflect dimensional adjustment to the
prevailing sediment load. It follows that the channel dimensions can reflect adjustment to recent
episodes ofcatastrophic sediment inputs, such as may have been contributed by 1981-1982 (Figure
20). and so produce model results that overestimate the long-term average sediment yield..

Although quantitative hillslope sediment yield data were not available, the USGS and other
resource agencies have published several detailed geologic maps showing the distribution of
landslides, gullies. earthflows. and soil creep zones interpreted from aerial photographs for all or part
ofthe watershed. We compiled many ofthese data and produced maps covering the watershed area.
USGS and other agencies also published qualitative maps showing relative hillslope stability for all
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or part of the watershed according to aerial photo interpretation of approximate landsliding and
earthflow frequency, slope, and detailed field assessment ofunderlying geology. However, none of
these analyses included quantitative estimates of landslide and earthflow frequency, or downslope
creep rate, from which hillslope sediment yield could be roughly estimated. Field reconnaissance
also revealed general limitations ofthe existing maps for this purpose. For example, reconnaissance
invariably revealed that published gully maps underestimated the gully distribution and density.

Because landslide and earthflow contributions probably dominate the long term average
sediment yield of the watershed, a watershed map was produced showing the distribution ofUSGS
hillslope stability and landslide frequency estimates in the watershed (Figure 24). This map shows
the relative distribution of hillslope sediment yield approximated by USGS data to provide an
independent qualitative estimate of relative sediment yield from the major Corte Madera Creek
subwatersheds.

3.1.6 REGIONAL SEDIMENT TRANSPORT, YIELD, AND BUDGET ESTIMATES FROM OTHER STUDIES

Sediment transport and yield data from comparable watersheds in the region can be used to
provide upper and lower limits to constrain preliminary uncalibrated sediment transport and yield
estimates. We compiled available transport and yield data for watersheds underlain by highly
deformed Franciscan melange rock types, such as the Van Dlizen River and the greater Eel River
watershed to provide an upper limit for estimates made in this study. Owing to extremely high
tectonic uplift rates, intense shearing and melange deformation, exacerbated by periods of intense
landscape disturbance by logging, long-term average sediment yields in the Eel River are among the
highest in the western United States (Judson and Ritter 1964). Marin County watersheds undergo
a lesser but still significant uplift rate, and are lower on the continuum ofmelange deformation. We
also compiled available data for less urbanized Marin County watersheds to provide a lower limit
for estimates made in this study, such as Lehre's (1982) 1971-1974 sediment budget for Lone Tree
Creek in southwestern Marin County (Figure 1). We also compared this study's budget results to
those ofLehre (1982), Collins (1998), and Haible (1980) regarding the relative percentage of total
sediment yield generated by channel bed and bank erosion in Marin County watersheds.
Comparisons to regional studies are made in summary data tables presented in the study results.

3.2 HISTORICAL CHANNEL PLANFORM AND CROSS-SECTION GEOMETRY DATA

3.2.1 HISTORICAL AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY

Sequential aerial photography can often be used to assess and sometimes accurately measure
channel plan form and riparian vegetation changes, depending on scale and view obstruction by
vegetation cover. Air photos can also be used to characterize and map hillslope stability, landslide
activity, logging and upland road building activities, gully formation and gully headcut advance as
discussed briefly in Section 3.1.5. We reviewed 1946, 1960, and 1996 stereo aerial photography of
the Corte Madera watershed held in the UC Berkeley Earth Sciences Library. Scale and other

. attributes of these and other available aerial photographs covering the watershed are tabulated in
Appendix A.
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Small air photo scale, dense riparian forest canopy cover, and dense urbanization prevented
making reliable measurements or qualitative observations ofhistorical changes in channel plan form,
channel bed form, and aquatic and riparian habitat. Regardless, geomorphic reasoning would
suggest that there have been no measurable changes in channel plan form after the period of rapid
channel entrenchment began in about 1850. The earliest aerial photos, from 1946, were made after
the valley flat was nearly entirely urbanized. This prevents accurate assessment ofpre-disturbance
riparian conditions, or meaningful measurements of riparian zone width changes. An exception i~

the Sleepy Hollow Creek subwatershed: The 1946 air photos pre-date urbanization of the Canada
de Herrera ranch lands along the north and south forks ofSleepy Hollow Creek. The photos indicate
heavy grazing impacts on the hillslopes and valley flats. Very little riparian vegetation was
established along upper Sleepy Hollow Creek in 1946. ' ,

3.2.2 HISTORICAL BED ELEVATION AND CROSS-SECTION DATA

Historical cross-section survey data can be compared to current survey data to accurately
measure changes in channel bed elevation and channel width caused by net channel bed incision
(aggradation minus degradation) and channel widening. The rate of change in bed elevation and
width can be calculated by dividing these measured changes by the period of years between
measurements. Sediment yield generated by net channel bed and bank erosion can then be estimated
by multiplying the average cross-sectional area change for all resurveyed sites in the watershed by
the length of the affected channels. We searched for historical cross-sectional data for these
purposes, including as-built bridge documents and bridge foundation inspection and repair records,
and historical topographic and cross-se~tional survey data for drainage and flooding studies.

We requested bridge records from municipal and county officials, but obtained no
information regarding potential sources of these data. We searched mixed historical records held
by the City ofSan Anselmo Public Works Department. This search only revealed various flooding
management studies for Sleepy Hollow Creek and San Anselmo Creek showing schematic cross
sections not suitable for resurveying. We also obtained general anecdotal information that most
other bridge foundations were culverted or 'box' bridge foundations and so did not experience
undercutting (George Davidson, City of San Anselmo, Public Works Department, pers. ,comm.,
1999). An exception was a historic bridge in downtown San Anselmo. We viewed ca. 1913 as-built
cross-section data for the bridge at the San Anselmo DPW. The cross-section data was not suitable
for dimensional comparison with repeat survey data, but field reconnaissance showed that there had
been no significant channel bed elevation change at the bridge since 1913. The contact between
channel bed and bridge foundation was similar to that shown in the as-built cross-section.

MCFCD provided a detailed photogrametric topographic map (2 ft contour interval) ofRoss
Creek and Corte Madera Creek performed by Clair A. Hill and Associates in 1966. The map
included tens of cross-sectional surveys demonstrating relatively good resolution. However,
obtaining lateral control for resurveying the unmonumented cross-sectional surveys would have been
cost prohibitive. We made spot checks of channel width at various locations that revealed no
significant channel widening. and reoccupied the longitudinal profile in a reach ofRoss Creek from
its mouth t~ Shady Lane-Bridge. about 300 ft upstream that showed minor net channel aggradation.

.--;
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Based on these observations, we did not pursue extensive and costly reoccupations ofthese historical
cross-sections.

At the onset of the study, we assumed the most extensive and consistent historical cross
section data set would be contained in 1971-1976 HUD and FEMA Flood Insurance Study (FIS)
records. These studies employed hydraulic model input data from the incorporated portion of the
alluvial channel network. We obtained all of the available FIS records from Baker Services in
Alexandria, Virginia, and exhaustively searched them for original cross-section field survey notes
and/or HEC-2 input data used in (PIS) hydraulic modeling. Many of the records were poorly
preserved as third- and fourth-generation 1970s xerox copies, or microfiche copies of those. The
records were determined to be incomplete. HEC-2 input data were redundant and incomplete for
individual FIS studies. Much ofthe backup data is presumed to have become misplaced while it was
held by the USGS in Menlo Park (David Dawdy, consulting hydrologist, pers. comm., 1999).

We were able to identify potentially reliable cross-section survey data for several cross
sections on Deer Park Creek, Larkspur Creek, Sorich Creek, and Fairfax Creek from 1971-1976.
We conducted field reconnaissance of these sites to identify addresses of creek neighbors for
obtaining advance permission to resurvey the cross-sections, but, in so doing, invariably found
problems preventing accurate or fruitful comparisons. All of the Sorich Creek cross-sections were
surveyed across reinforced sections ofthe creek and would not be expected to show channel incision.
All of the Deer Park Creek cross-sections were surveyed prior to dense urbanization of the portion
of Deer Park Creek below Meema Ave. In many cases historical cross-section sites were covered
with homes, with the creek confined in an underground culvert. The Fairfax Creek and Larkspur
Creek cross-sections traversed sections ofthe creek with one or both creek banks reinforced by rip
rap and flood walls ofvarious generations and ages, and absence of lateral control often prevented
useful resurveying. Lateral control was also absent from the cross-sectional profiles we were able
to obtain from HEC-2 input data. Based on our data search results and field reconnaissance of the
sites, we determined that systematic measurement of channel widening rates could not be
accomplished by repeat cross-section surveys. We compiled observations of tree-root scour along
channel banks during reconnaissance ofsurvey sites to provide an estimate ofchannel widening rate
absent survey data.

We also obtained historical cross-section surveys of the Ross Gage from 1951. and data
summarizing bed elevation changes at the gage over time. We resurveyed the Ross Gage cross
section in January 2000, and compared this to historical cross-sectional geometry. We also
superimposed an idealized 'equilibrium' channel cross-section for the Ross Gage based on Luna
Leopold's channel dimensions contained in an unpublished data manuscript in the Water Resources
Center Archives at UC Berkeley (Figure 10). This demonstrated the difference between the existing
entrenched channel condition and 'equilibrium' channel conditions based on Leopold's regression
relations for SF Bay Area channels with the same drainage area (Dunne and Leopold 1978).
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3.2.3 HISTORICAL LONGITUDINAL PROFILE DATA

Although the available FIS study backup data did not provide necessary and sufficient data
for measuring changes in cross-sectional area, the FIS studies contained relatively detailed
longitudinal profile data with an approximate vertical accuracy of 0.1 ft. We resurveyed 44 spot
channel bed elevations distributed throughout the incorporated alluvial channel network to measure
changes in bed elevation from 1976 to 1999. No long profile data were available for Larkspur
Creek, Tamalpais Creek, Ross Creek, Deer Park Creek, and Wood Lane Creek. However, as
described above, we also resurveyed a portion of the long profile of Ross Creek interpreted from
1966 topographic maps. We did not resurvey spot elevations along Sorich Creek because the
channel was heavily reinforced at the tIme of the historical survey.

3.2.4 HISTORICAL GROUND PHOTOGRAPHY

Historical ground photos can often be used to characterize historical habitat attributes and
measure changes in channel depth and width by direct comparison with photos and field surveys
(Smeltzer and Kondolf in preparation). However, our literature review at University ofCalifornia,
Berkeley libraries did not reveal historical ground photographs of the watershed. Area historical
libraries probably hold historical photograph collections containing at least several useful historical
photos of Corte Madera Creek and its tributaries that were not reviewed in this study. It would be
useful for FCMCW volunteers to review public historical photo collections for individual photos that
show channel depth relative to fixed elevations, riparian tree rooting elevations, or channel bed and
bank conditions. Also, the FCMCW should consider making a public request for area families to
review their private collections for photos showing these attributes. Some ofthe citations contained
in Appendix I may contain ground photos of the channel network.

We encountered low-quality photographs made of various bridges from the bed of San
Anselmo Creek, Sleepy Hollow Creek, and Corte Madera Creek contained in various flood
management reports (e.g., Hoffman and Albritton 1970). These photographs were intended to show
bridge openings and were not useful for measuring changes in channel width and depth. In general,
these and other 1970s photographs reviewed during this study did not show any measurable
undercutting ofbridge foundations. consistent with present field observations ofthe same locations.

A circa 1927 ground photograph showing the channel bed near the Lagunitas Road bridge
in Ross indicates that the channel bed elevation was several feet lower than it is today (Scott
Nicholson, COE, pers. comm., 2000). We did not obtain or review this photograph during this
study. This information is consistent with the hypothesis that the majority ofchannel downcutting
was complete by about 1910, and that the lower portion of the channel network has experienced
channel aggradation since that time. Figure 10 shows that channel aggradation measured at the
USGS gage (about 300 ft upstream from the Lagunitas Road bridge) evidently ceased after about
1964.
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3.2.5 HISTORICAL MAPS

Historical maps are often useful for characterizing general historical riparian conditions and
channel migration, and sometimes measuring changes in channel plan form. We reviewed several
historical maps of Marin County dating back to ca. 1840 held in the Bancroft Library at the
University of California at Berkeley. Most of the earliest maps were intended to show the
boundaries of Spanish Land Grant Ranchos, such as Canada de Herrera in the northern portion of
the Corte Madera Creek watershed. The earliest maps were very schematic and did not accurately
characterize the channel network. Unfortunately, the detailed US Coast and Geodetic Survey
(USC&GS) maps made during the 1850s of southeastern and western Marin County coastal areas
evidently do not cover any portion of the Corte Madera Creek watershed. These maps generally
included somewhat accurate representations of channel plan form and width, including the extent
of near-channel riparian trees.

We also reviewed privately published maps ofMarin County from 1860, 1898, 1910,1914,
1925. These maps generally showed the progression of railroad and roadway construction in the
watershed, but did not include useful data on channel changes or grazing area distribution. We used
the extent ofurbanization indicated in the 1910 map in conjunction with the later accurate series of
USGS 7.5' topographic quadrangles to show the progression of urbanization in Figure 13. We
reviewed USGS quads from 1954, 1980, and 1993. USGS quads did not show channel plan form
changes or historical riparian forest cover. We used USGS quads to map forested and open
vegetation cover types in preparation of Figure 12, Figure 13, and Figure 25.

3.2.6 HISTORICAL ACCOUNTS

Historical accounts, memoirs, and regional historical summaries sometimes provide useful
data concerning the early channel plan form and dimensions, although these scant gems are usually
buried amidst hundreds of pages of unrelated information, or must be inferred from indirect
evidence.

William Brewer traversed eastern Marin County in about 1861, but his published accounts
were limited to his experiences at the Spanish Mission at San Rafael and observations of Mt.
Tamalpais. Alley, Bowen & Co. published an early history of Marin County in 1880 that failed to
include any information regarding Corte Madera Creek or its tributaries. Other historical accounts
not reviewed in this study may provide data on the pre-entrenchment channel and floodplain
conditions. A number of promising historical accounts are listed in Appendix 1. FCMCW should
consider identifying volunteers to search remaining sources for references to creek conditions.

Creek neighbors encountered during field surveys and reconnaissance provided us with
descriptive accounts ofhistorical channel changes in the creek adjacent their homes. Many ofthese
data were used in the preparation of this report. FCMCW should consider distributing a voluntary
survey to creek neighbors soliciting this information for the entire urbanized channel network. A
fluvial geomorphologist could review responses to identify interesting accounts worthy of follow
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up site visits. This process could potentially uncover useful historical channel change data this study
did not obtain.
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4. SEDIMENT BUDGET METHODS

4.1 MEASURING HISTORICAL CHANGES IN CHANNEL GEOMETRY

Limitations of existing historical channel plan form and channel geometry data were
summarized in Section 3.2. Channel bed elevation changes were estimated by surveying 44 spot
elevations along San Anselmo Creek, Sleepy Hollow Creek, and Fairfax Creek to replicate
longitudinal profile data contained in 1976 FIS studies. Spot elevations coinciding with the 1966
topographic survey of Ross Creek were surveyed, and channel bed width and estimated· terrace
height were recorded at each of the 44 survey sites.

We conducted a field reconnaissance ofthese potential survey sites and listed creek neighbor
addresses for obtaining necessary permission from creek neighbors. With volunteer assistance, the
channel elevations were surveyed with an auto-level referenced to known elevations where available,
and otherwise referenced to arbitrary elevations on bridge foundations or bridge decks, manhole
covers, or fire hydrants. We provided a list describing arbitrary benchmarks we established at 19
locations in the watershed to MCFCD. MCFCD determined elevations of these benchmarks to
within +/- 0.1 ft above mean sea level (NGVD29) (Don Hobbs,'MCFCD, pers. comm., 2000). These
benchmark descriptions and elevations are tabulated in Appendix D. Benchmark elevations
determined by MCFCD were used to calculate present channel bed elevations. The 1999 spot
elevations were plotted on a longitudinal profile map adapted from complete 1976 FIS records to
show the longitudinal distribution ofelevation samples and channel incision. We tabulated average
values ofchannel bed incision for individual tributaries and aggregate values for the alluvial.channel
network.

4.2 ESTIMATING SEDIMENT YIELD BY NET CHANNEL BED AND BANK EROSION

Measured channel elevation change was multiplied by the measured channel bed width to
estimate cross-sectional area change by net channel bed erosion from 1976-1999 at each of the 44
historical data sampling sites. Sediment yield by net channel bed erosion in the alluvial channel
network for 1976-1999 was estimated by multiplying the average change in cross-sectional area for
each major tributary by its total alluvial length.

To provide an upper limit estimate of sediment yield by bank erosion for the same time
period in the absence of systematic channel cross-section data comparison, we estimated that one
ofthe two channel banks retreated a total of2 feet from 1976-1999. This constitutes a conservative,
upper limit value of bank retreat because the maximum lateral root scour measurement of all point
measurements in the watershed was about 2 ft. Average cross-sectional area change by bank erosion
was calculated at each of the 44 sites by multiplying 2 ft of bank retreat by the measured terrace
height. We then estimated sediment yield by bank erosion in the alluvial channel network for
approximately 1976-1999 by multiplying the resulting average change in cross-sectional area for
each major tributary by its total alluvial length.
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4.3 ESTIMATING SUBWATERSHED BEDLOAD SEDIMENT LOADS AND YIELDS

Characteristic reaches were selected along each often major Corte Madera Creek tributaries
to serve as subwatershed outlet sites for modeling bedload sediment transport and estimating average
annual bedload sediment yields. Three types of data necessary for model development were
collected with volunteer assistance. First, bed surface sediment size distribution data were collected
by the 'pebble count' method (Wolman 1954). This entailed measuring the length of the median
axis of about 300 clasts randomly selected from the bed surface and calculating the sediment size
distribution at each site. The bed sediment size distribution determines how rough the bed is, and
thus, the resistance to stream flow passing over the bed. Bed roughness is thus a necessary input
variable for hydraulic model estimates ofwater depth and energy slope for a given discharge.

Topographic data were collected for three to seven cross-sections along each selected reach
as further input data for the hydraulic model. We surveyed the cross-sections about two channel
widths apart with an auto-level referenced to arbitrary benchmarks on nearby bridge decks.
Subwatershed outlet channel survey data are contained in Appendix E. The cross-section and
roughness data were used with a Corps ofEngineers hydraulic model (HEC-2) to develop a stage
discharge relation for one ofthe cross-sections in each reach and to estimate the energy slope ofthe
stream at a chosen cross-section. Appendix H presehnts resutling uncalibrated stage-discharge
relations. The energy slope and flow depth determine the given discharge's capacity to transport
sediment along the bed at the site.

The stage-discharge relation and the cross-section data were used with a third type of data
collected, subsurface or sub-pavement sediment size distribution, to estimate the sediment discharge
passing each subwatershed outlet for a given discharge. We used the Parker-Klingeman (P-K)·
sediment transport model (Parker and Klingeman 1982) to calculate sediment discharge over the
range of modeled flows. We also substituted P-K shear values (determined for a large data set
collected on Oak Creek, Oregon) with alternate shear values developed by the USFS in recent
studies in the North Umpqua basin (Paul Bakke, USFS, Klamath Falls, pers. comm., 1999) to
provide comparative results. Summary values were obtained by averaging P-K and USFS results.
Average values are for general overview purposes only, and should be distinguished from individual
model results.

Total average annual bedload sediment yield was calculated by integrating results overa flow
frequency distribution estimated for each subwatershed. The flow frequency distribution was
estimated by directly apportioning the mean daily flow frequency distribution calculated for the flow
of record at Ross by subwatershed drainage area. A detailed description of sediment transport
modeling methods is contained in Appendix C, and sediment size distribution data analyses are
contained in Appendix F and Appendix G.

It is important to note that these sediment transport model results are estimates of the
channel's capacity to transport sediment. The Parker-Klingeman model assumes that the channel
has adjusted so that the input ofsediment is carried through the reach. The armor layer ofpavement
forms on the surface so that the input is equal to the output of bedload. The subsurface size
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distribution more closely approximates the distribution ofthe bedload, whereas the surface material
is considerably coarser.

4.4 ESTIMATING TOTAL BEDLOAD SEDIMENT BUDGET AT Ross

Estimated bedload loads were summarized for the seven subwatershed areas above Ross
(11.5 sq.mi.) to compile a preliminary estimated total sediment budget at Ross (Table 3, Figure 18).
Using a ratio calculated from 1978-1980 USGS sediment transport measurements at Ross and other
regional values (Table 10), we assumed that bedload comprised 10 percent of total (bedload and
suspended load) sediment yield. We then estimated bedload and suspended sediment yield for the
unsarnpled drainage area above Ross (4.5 sq. mi.), assuming that the average yield rate from
subwatershed estimates applied uniformly to the unsarnpled area. To this subtotal, we added
estimated yield by net channel bed and bank erosion in the alluvial channel network above Ross
(Table 4). The results ofpreliminary sediment budget compilation are summarized in Table 5 and
Table 8, and in the Executive Summary.

To provide an independent estimate ofthe total sediment budget at Ross, bedload sediment
inflow was estimated at the Ross Gage with the Parker-Klingeman model, with methods similar to
subwatershed bedload sediment transport modeling methods described in section 4.3. We used
available USGS sediment transport measurements for 1978-1980 to produce a calibrated bedload
sediment discharge rating curve. We estimated average annual bedload sediment discharge by
integrating over the flow frequency distribution calculated over the entire period of record.

Results ofthe calibrated yield model at Ross were compared to results ofthe sediment budget
estimate at Ross, and to USGS sediment transport measurements, COE estimates, documented gravel
extraction rates at Ross, and available regional sediment yield and budget data for comparable
watersheds.
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5. RESULTS

5.1 ESTIMATED SEDIMENT YIELD BY NET BED AND BANK EROSION

Repeat channel bed elevation measurements show that the average channel bed lowering rate
in the alluvial channel network was 0.04 ftlyr for 1976-1999 (Table 4). Figure 26 shows the
distribution and elevation ofsamples, and Figure 9 shows the distribution ofsample sites within the
entire mainstem of Corte Madera Creek - San Anselmo Creek longitudinal profile. This study
estimated average bank retreat was 2 lateral feet per longitudinal foot in the alluvial channel network
for the same period. These estimated channel bed incision and bank retreat rates compare well with
estimates obtained in other Marin County watershed assessments (Table 11).

Based on historical channel geometry changes measured in this study, the estimated bedload
sediment yield by total net channel bed and bank erosion in the alluvial channel network is about 670
tons per year for 1976-1999 (Table.4). Bank erosion generated about 430 tons/year ofbedload, and
bed incision generated about 240 tons/year.

5.2 ESTIMATED SUBWATERSHED BEDLOAD SEDIMENT YIELDS

This study's uncalibrated sediment transport modeling, using USFS and P-K shear values,
respectively, indicates that sampled upland areas contrlbute between about 2,900 and 6,600 tons of
bedload to the channel network above Ross per year (fable 5). Averaging P-K and USFS transport
estimates indicates that sampled areas produce about 4,750 tons/year,. or 410 tons/sq.mi.lyr
(Executive Summary Table). This range ofbedload yield values is greater than estimates for other,
less urbanized Marin County watersheds. Lehre (1982), e.g., estimated that Lone Tree Creek basin
in southwestern Marin County (Figure 1) produces about 240 tons/sq.mi.lyear. The Lone Tree
Creek basin receives less precipitation than Corte Madera Creek watershed (Figure 4), has fewer
upland roads, and is not urbanized.

This study's uncalibrated subwatershed bedload sediment transport model results' indicate
that the San Anselmo Creek and Sleepy Hollow Creek subwatersheds produce about 25% and 29%,
respectively, of the total bedload sediment inflow at Ross (Table 5, Executive Summary Table).
'Independent qualitative relative sediment yield classification methods based on existing USGS
landslide habitat and slope stability mapping also suggest that San Anselmo Creek and Sleepy
Hollow Creek produce greater sediment yields by hillslope processes per square mile than other
Corte Madera Creek subwatersheds (Figure 24). Detailed sediment budget studies in Marin County
and Eel River tributaries have shown that sediment yield by landslides, earthflows, and downslope
soil creep dominate long-term total sediment yields (Lehre 1982, Kelsey 1980). These studies have

, The estimated average annual bedload sediment yields are semi-quantitative only, because they are the
results from an uncalibraled model, That is, there were no bedload measurements made in the field to verify the
model results.
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also shown that underlying geologic type is one of the strongest influences on hillslope and total
sediment yield. Kelsey (1980) showed that rolling-to-hummocky grassland and grass-oak woodland
covered Franciscan melange slopes produce about 30 times more sediment per square mile than
steep, forested sandstone and shale slopes. The San Anselmo Creek and Sleepy Hollow Creek
subwatersheds have a greater percentage of grassland, grass-oak woodland, and chaparral-covered
melange slopes than other Corte Madera Creek subwatersheds (Figure 25).8 Forested sandstone
slopes occur primarily in the Larkspur Creek, Tamalpais Creek, and Ross Creek subwatersheds
above Phoenix Lake, and substantial areas in the Fairfax Creek subwatershed.

Maximum estimated yield was for the upper portion ofthe San Anselmo Creek subwatershed
(up to 3,000 tons/sq.mi./yr). However, this value is still much less than maximum values Kelsey
(1980) measured in comparable small Van Duzen River subbasins (Table 12).

5.3 ESTIMATED SEDIMENT BUDGET ANDCALffiRATED YIELD ESTIMATE AT Ross

This study's uncalibrated sediment budget suggests that between about 4,700 and 9,800
tons/yr of bedload are transported to the channel network above Ross each year (Table 8). The
averaged sediment budget estimate is about 7,250 tons/yr, or about 450 tons/sq.mi.lyr (Executive
Summary Table). The averaged sediment budget estimates that bed and bank erosion generate about
9 percent ofthe total sediment yield at Ross, and fluvial transport from the upland channel network
generates about 91 percent of the total. This 91:9 ratio is comparable to other detailed sediment
budget studies reviewed in this report (Table 9). Lehre (1982) estimated the ratio was about 94:6
in the Lone Tree Creek basin, and Kelsey (1980) estimated the ratio was about 95:5 in the Van
Duzen River basin. The budget roughly estimates that about 6 percent of the total sediment yield
at Ross is generated by channel bank erosion (Table 8). This values is comparable to Lehre's (1982)
results for Lone Tree Creek basin (2 percent) and Kelsey's (1980) results for the Van Duzen River
basin (5 percent) (Table 9).

The estimated budget also demonstrates that annual average gravel extraction rates near
Lagunitas Road Bridge (665 tons/yr) and College of Marin Bridge (about 1000 tons/yr) provide
extreme lower limit estimates of the bedload sediment inflow rate at Ross (Table 6, Table 7).

Application ofthe Parker-Klingeman sediment transport model at Ross, and calibration with
USGS sediment transport data, provided an independent total annual bedload sediment inflow
estimate of about 6,750 tons/yr (Executive Summary Table).

8 Figure 25 is partly based on the generalized geology ofBlake et 011974. Subsequent to the preparation
ofthe generalized watershed geology map after Blake et 01. (1974) (Figure 17), and Figure 25, discrepancies were
revealed between Blake et 01. (1974) and Smith et al. (1976). Smith et al. (1976) is the more accurate geology map,
but it does not include MMWD lands comprising the larger portion ofthe Ross Creek, Deer Park Creek. Wood Lane
Creek, and San Anselmo Creek subwatersheds. The primary overall difference not reflected in Figure 17, thus also
not in Figure 25, is the dominance ofupper Cretaceous sandstone and shale in the Larkspur, Tama/pais, and Ross
Creek subwatersheds. where Blake et 01. (197-1) showed these areas were underlain by Franciscan melange.
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5.4 HISTORICAL CHANNEL BED INCISION AND AGGRADATION RATES

Historical analysis suggested that channel network entrenchment uncovered numerous
resistant bedrock and stiffclay outcrops causing the bed incision rate to decrease beginning in about
1910. Assuming entrenchment began in about 1850, the average annual channel bed incision rate
was about 0.20 ftlyear for 1850-1910. This study showed that average channel bed lowering rate
in the alluvial channel network was 0.04 ftlyr for 1976-1999 (Table 4). Table 4 and Figure 26 show
that recent bed incision was greateron Fairfax Creek (0.06 ftlyr) and San Anselmo Creek (D.05 ftlyr)
than Sleepy Hollow Creek (0.02 ftlyr). Survey data showed that the lower portion of Ross Creek
has aggraded about 0.02 ftlyr during the same period.

This study measured aggradation ofabout 0.08 ftlyr in the lower portion ofthe watershed (at
the Ross Gage) from 1951-1999. Gage records show that bed aggradation rate evidently slowed after
about 1964; the bed aggraded about 0.27 ftlyr from 1951-1964 (Figure 10). A circa 1927 ground
photograph showing the channel bed near the Lagunitas Road bridge in Ross indicates that the
channel bed elevation was several feet lower than it is today (Scott Nicholson, COE, pers. cornm.,
2000). This information is consistent with the hypothesis that the majority ofchannel downcutting
was complete by about 1910, and that the lower portion of the channel network has experienced
channel aggradation since that time. In an assessment ofNovato Creek channel processes, Collins
(1998) also observed that channel downcutting rates were higher upstream than downstream. Haible
(1980) documented 4 ft of aggradation in the lower portion of Walker Creek basin for 1915-1975
(0.07 ftlyr).

This study also observed systemic channel widening and local bank erosion throughout the
alluvial channel network. This study estimated a conservative upper limit value for average annual
channel widening ofabout 0.1 ftlyear for approximately 1976-1999.
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6. DISCUSSION

6.1 ESTIMATED BEDLOAD SEDIMENT BUDGET AND YIELD AT Ross

Using an average between calibrated yield results (6,750 ton/year) and the average of the
range of uncalibrated budget results (7,250 tons/year), this study indicates that average annual
bedload sediment inflow at Ross is about 7,000 tons/yr. This estimate is about 40 percent less than
the Army Corps ofEngineers (1989) estimate of 11 ,070 tons/yr. However, the COE model included
transport of 'very fine sand' and 'fine sand' (0.0625 - 0.250 mm) in its bedload estimate, and this
study did not. This study's estimates can thus be expected to be about 10-20 percent less than COE
estimate. This study's estimate can be considered about 20-30 percent less than COE's estimate.

This study indicates that Corte Madera Creek's bedload sediment yield is about 45 percent
greater than an estimate for Lone Tree Creek, a comparable, but less urbanized western Marin
County watershed (Figure 1). Corte Madera Creek watershed's greater yield can probably be
primarily attributed to its greater intensity ofhistorical land use impacts, greater density ofupland
roads, and greater peak and average annual precipitation along its western boundary (Figure 4) (A.
Lehre, HSU, pers. comm., 2000).

This study estimates that Corte Madera Creek's bedload sediment yield is about 40 percent
less than values estimated in the Van Duzen River basin and other parts ofthe Eel River basin (Table
9, Table 10). The Van Duzen River and Eel River values can be considered upper limit values due
to a greater degree of melange deformation and tectonic uplift, and continuing upland land use
impacts. Yields from the Eel River basin are among the highest in western North America (Judson
and Ritter 1964). The COE's estimated yield at Ross is closer to upper limit values measured for
the Van Duzen River in the Eel River basin than this study's estimated yield at Ross.

Due to persistent upland land use impacts, the Corte Madera Creek watershed's bedload
sediment yield can be considered to be unnaturally high. This study did not estimate its natural
background yield. However, it is probably greater than the estimate for Lone Tree Cr~ek (240
tons/sq. mi./year) and less than this study's estimate (about 450 tons/sq. mi.lyear). If the natural
background rate were estimated to be 350 tons/sq. mi.lyear, than the human-induced increase in
bedload inflow at Ross would be about 1.600 tons/year.

As with any model application. this study's results must be considered estimates, and should
be calibrated with bedload sediment transport measurements over a range of discharges at
subwatershed outlet sites. Bedload transport measurements were not included in the scope of this
study, but we collected a bedload sample at the Upper San Anselmo Creek subwatershed outlet site,
about 106 ft upstream from the Cascade Creek confluence during the receding limb of a rainstorm
on January 23, 2000. The mass of this isolated sample was about 50 percent less than the model
prediction for bedload transport. However. the channel bed pavement was not fully mobilized
during the low measured discharge. As is to be expected from the operation ofthe model, larger
sizes were not moving, or were moving at such small rates that none were sampled. The size
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distribution ofthe bedload for each discharge is controlled by the exponent in the Parker-Klingeman
model. As the discharge increases, the distribution ofthe bedload approaches that of the subsurface
material. For lower discharges, the distribution of the bedload is much finer than that of the
subsurface material. Thus, for calibration of the model a range of discharges must be sampled.

We also resurveyed the bathymetry of a sediment trap excavated at the Wood Lane Creek
subwatershed outlet site at Marin Stables on February 2, 2000, and February 21, 2000. By the latter
date, approximately 75-100 tons ofbedload was trapped in the excavation. Marin Stables personnel . ,
estimate that comparable excavations fill completely about every other year. This study estimated
that the Wood Lane Creek subwatershed is about 110 tons/yr. These observations suggest that the
transport model is relatively accurate for the Wood Lane Creek outlet. More accurate collection of
future excavation data at the site could be used to further ultimately calibrate the model. In general,
as discussed above, more extensive and intensive sediment sampling will be required to calibrate this
study's sediment transport model results. :.. ~

., \.'

6.2 PROBLEM SUBWATERSHEDS

This study indicates that the San Anselmo Creek and Sleepy Hollow Creek subwatersheds
contribute about 29percent and 26 percent, respectively, ofthe total bedload sediment inflow atRoss
(Executive Summary Table). San Anselmo Creek and Sleepy Hollow Creek generate about 580 and
660 tons/sq.mi.lyear, respectively. These yield values are comparable to, but less than, upper limit
values estimated in the Van Duzen River basin. The Ross Creek and Fairfax Creek subwatersheds
are underlain by a combination ofFranciscan melange and more resistant Cretaceous sandstones and
shales (Figure 25), and generate only about 10 percent ofthe total bedload yield.

Detailed sediment budget studies ofnorthern California Coast Range watersheds indicate that
the sediment source mechanisms dominating long-term average sediment yield are landsliding and
earthflows. Thus, the frequency of mass wasting can probably be considered a suitable surrogate
for long-term average bedload sediment yield in the Corte Madera Creek watershed. Available
interpretive USGS maps ofpotential hillslope instability and landslide frequency show that greatest
potential hillslope instability and landslide frequency occurs in the San Anselmo Creek and Sleepy
Hollow Creek subwatersheds (Figure 24).

Aerial photographs from 1946 show the impact ofintense grazing in the Sleepy Hollow Creek
subwatershed. Hummocky grassland-covered hillslopes show evidence ofdeer-seated slumps and
downslope soil creep. Minor zero-order tributaries form incised channels just helo", ridge lines and
cut across valley flats to join main channels. Terracettes are evident on the prescnt hillslopcs. The
primary sediment source mechanisms in the Sleepy Hollow Creek subwatershed arc probably active
hillslope processes at the upstream limits of the North Fork and the South Fork (Figure 20). The
melange rock mass is evidently highly deformed and mechanically weak in the vicinity of Lorna
Alta. Field reconnaissance in the upper northfork revealed large earthflow deposits covering the
channel and locally active erosion ofearthflow deposits. Field reconnaissance also revealed minor
fire damage'and active gullying in the sand~tone-underlain chaparral area on the northeastern edge
of the subwatershed, and many active earthflows along its eastern edge.
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Our field reconnaissance showed that neither fork of upper Sleepy Hollow Creek is deeply
entrenched, which may be explained by numerous bedrock and stiff clay outcrops observed in the
bed and the high upland sediment supply. The mainstem becomes moderately to deeply entrenched
at or just below a constriction in the valley width. A shallow bedrock outcrop associated with this
constriction may account for the relatively low entrenchment ratio upstream. Numerous bedrock
outcrops also regulate channel downcutting rate in the lower portion of Sleepy Hollow Creek. This
study showed that its recent downcutting rate was lower than for San Anselmo Creek and Fairfax
Creek.

The San Anselmo Creek is also underlain by very highly deformed Franciscan melange rock
mass, as indicated by the dense metamorphic rock outcrops and complex fault patterns (Smith et al.
1976). Using P-K shear values, the estimated bedload yield from the Upper San Anselmo Creek
subwatershed was much greater per square mile than San Anselmo Creek as a whole. Indeed, the
upper portions of San Anselmo Creek, Cascade Creek, Pine Creek, and Carey Camp Creek are
extremely deformed and steep (Figure 22), and evidently receive significant sediment contributions
from landsliding and earthflows (Figure 20). Presence of chaparral areas might elevate sediment
yield from the San Anselmo Creek subwatershed. Rice (1982) found that chaparral areas produce
up to 640 tons/sq.mi./yearofsediment by dry ravel processes, in the absence ofintense rainfall. Rice
(1982) also measured sediment yield rates up to 17,871 tons/sq. mi. in the three months following
fire in a chaparral area.

Fire road and pipeline access road construction and maintenance probably also elevate
sediment production in the San Anselmo Creek subwatershed. For example, MCOSD and MMWD
identified a redundant, high-maintenance fire road network below Blue Ridge (Site no. 29 in Figure
23, Appendix B) and a poorly maintained fire road on the ridge crest separating the Upper San
Anselmo Creek and Cascade Creek canyons (Site no. 12 in Figure 23, Appendix B). Sediment
contributions by landslides are particularly large and numerous in the San Anselmo Creek
subwatershed. As an example, a large but not uncommon landslide deposit can be seen on the right
bank about 300 ft downstream from the Canyon Road Bridge.

Listing Sleepy Hollow Creek and San Anselmo Creek as the primary problem subwatersheds
is not to say that other areas-in the watershed do not contribute significant amounts ofsediment. For
example, the upper reaches ofFairfax Creek draining the southern hillslopes ofLorna Alta probably
produce sediment yields comparable per square mile to the eastern slopes of Lorna Alta in Sleepy
Hollow Creek subwatershed. Modeling of sediment yield from Sorich Creek was prevented by
invalid hydraulic model results evidently associated with channel steepness and longitudinal profile
irregularities. However, Sorich Creek probably produces as much, if not more than the sediment
yield per square mile of Sleepy Hollow Creek.

Portions ofthe upper Ross Creek subwatershed, although relatively well-forested and underlain
by sandstones (not mapped correctly by Blake et al. 1974), are very steep and undoubtedly produce
high sediment supplies. The southwestern slopes ofBald Hill are intensely deformed and obviously
produce very high local sediment supplies. However, these sediment sources are upstream from
Phoenix Reservoir, and thus are inconsequential as they do not contribute to sediment inflow at
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Ross.

6.3 IMPLICATIONS OF RESULTS FOR FLOOD MANAGEMENT GOALS

Coarse sediment deposition in the flood control channel downstream ofRoss reduces its flood
control performance by reducing its volumetric capacity and increasing channel bed roughness. The
COE recently proposed constructing a sedimentation basin at Lagunitas Road bridge in Ross that
is expected to reduce the median sediment size ofsediment desposited downstream by preferentially
trapping the coarsest fractions of the incoming bedload. This would increase the channel's
conveyance capacity by reducing channel bed roughness. The Town ofRoss has extracted about 670
tons/yr by gravel bar skimming beneath Lagunitas Road bridge almost every year since 1987. This
activity has a similar but less significant effect than the proposed sedimentation basin.

This study indicates that upland areas generate about 7,000 tons/yr ofincoming bedload, while
net channel bed incision and bank erosion contribute about 240 and 430 tons/yr, respectively.
Therefore, total elimination ofbank erosion and systemic channel widening throughout the alluvial
channel network would probably reduce bedload sediment delivery to Ross by as much as about 430
tons/yr,.only 6 percent of the to~ bedload delivered to Ross.

If Corte Madera Creek's natural background sediment yield rate is conservatively estimated
to be 350 tons/sq. mi.lyr, than the bedload inflow at Ross attributable to persistant land use impacts
would be about 1,600 tons/yr. Almost all of this additional sediment is generated in upland areas,
with a majority evidently coming from uplands in the San Anselmo and Sleepy Hollow Creek
subwatersheds. Total elimination of the additional sediment supply by restoration of problem
sediment sources and improved hillslope management practices would probably, over time, reduce
bedload sediment delivered to Ross by as much as about 1,600 tons/yr, or about 20% ofthe annual
bedload inflow.

Watershed sediment management actions in the adjacent San Geronimo Creek basin have
evidently reduced bedload supply measured at the Town ofLagunitas since 1990 (J. Owens, Balance
Hydrologics, pers. comm., 2000). These efforts have also evidently reduced the percentage of fine
sediment in the channel bed. This may be a benefit to aquatic habitat (e.g., by increasing salmonid
spawning success), but has also led to channel bed coarsening. Any proposed efforts to reduce
sediment supply from uplands in the Corte Madera Creek watershed should consider the potential
for causing local or systemic bed coarsening which may potentially both offset any benefit to
salmonid spawning suitability and reduce performance ofthe flood control channel.

6.4 IMPLICATIONS OF RESULTS FOR WATERSHED AND HABITAT RESTORATION
GOALS

Natural geomorphic responses to channel entrenchment operate in the Corte Madera Creek
watershed. A period ofprogressive upstream channel aggradation occurred in the lower portion of
the watersh~d, evidently ending in about 1964. About 4 ft of channel bed aggradation occurred at
the Ross Gage from 1951 to 1964. Anecdotal evidence suggests that channel bed aggradation was
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ongoing from about 1910 to 1964. These observations are consistent with geomorphic responses
observed in other entrenched Marin County streams. Collins (1998) observed that channel
downcutting rates were less in the lower portion of the watershed. Haible (1980) documented 4 £1
of bed aggradation in the lower reaches of Walker Creek for 1915-1975.

Systemic channel widening and local bank erosion are still active in the upper portion of the
alluvial channel network. Channel widening is a natural geomorphic response to channel
entrenchment that accelerates following bed elevation stabilization (Schumm 1999). Channel
widening is a natural recovery process that recovers aquatic and riparian habitat lost during channel
entrenchment by allowing active inset floodplain sedimentation, increased channel meandering,
woody debris recruitment, and pool-riffle channel bed morphology development. Geomorphic
reasoning would suggest that the process of local and systemic channel widening can be expected
to continue at or near its present rate for at least several more decades or hundreds ofyears, until the
entrenched channel's active channel width approaches its pre-entrenchment active channel width.
Then, the plan form of active channel boundaries will become more stable, and more natural
geomorphic and floodplain processes will occur within the widened, entrenched channel that can
sustain riparian and aquatic habitat values that are comparable to those supported by the pre
entrenchment channel (Figure 16).

There are active inset floodplains at a number of locations in the watershed where the
entrenched channel was wide enough or became wide enough following entrenchment to allow
deposition and storage ofrelatively fine gravels, particularly at inside bends ofwidened entrenched
meanders. Some pool-riffle development has also occurred, but narrow channel confinement limits
its extent. Notably, systemic watershed-wide channel entrenchment did not confine the channel and
reduce active channel width at some isolated locations in the watershed, such as an approximately
400-£1 reach ofFairfax Creek within Andi Peri Park. Channel meanders, floodplain processes, and
gravel bar and pool-riffle development are largely intact at these sites.

However, nearly the entire alluvial channel network is unnaturally narrow and closely
urbanized. Urbanization reinforces the channel entrenchment process by routing storm water from
hillsides and the valley flat directly into stream channels. Urbanization ofthe abandoned floodplain
also prevents recovery by the associated construction ofbank protection and flood control structures
to prevent channel widening and progressive upstream aggradation and floodplain recovery. About
50 percent of the basin's channel banks are at:tificially reinforced to prevent channel widening by
bank erosion (Friends of Corte Madera Creek Watershed 1997). In addition, residential and
commercial landowners filled the channel margins to increase property acreage. In general, these
structures impede natural geomorphic recovery of the channel.

Observed bed level stabilization, channel widening, and inset floodplain formation indicate that
natural geomorphic recovery processes are ongoing but incomplete and impeded by artificial bank
stabilization in the Corte Madera Creek watershed. As a priority, projects intended to improve flood
control and/or aquatic and riparian habitat and habitat-supporting processes and flood control should
seek opportunities, where possible, to increase active channel width. Conceptual demonstration
project designs for floodplain restoration (for a hypothetical site where widening is possible) and
streambank stabilization (for a hypothetical site where widening is not possible) are outlined in
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Appendix L and Appendix K, respectively.

As noted above regarding flood management implications, any proposed efforts to reduce
sediment supply from uplands in the Corte Madera Creek watershed should consider the potential
for causing local or systemic channel bed coarsening. Numerous grade controls throughout the
alluvial channel network would probably prevent systemic channel incision from proceeding at more
than the average rate measured in this study (0.04 ftlyr). Any local channel bed incision would
probably only marginally reduce habitat values already significantly reduced by 1850-1910 channel
entrenchment. Reduced gravel supply could, for example, further reduce bedform development and
aquatic habitat complexity, and decrease substrate pool density. Reduced watershed sediment supply
may also reduce the percentage of fine sediment in the channel bed, as has been observed on San
Geronimo Creek. However, the presence of fine sediment in the channel bed is not necessarily a
limiting factor for fish populations in the Corte Madera Creek watershed (A. Rich, pers. comm.,
1999).
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valley in the lower alluvial channel network of Corte Madera Creek, showing active channel and riparian
corridor width reduction, and lowered ailluvial groundwater table, and valley fill interbedded with colluvium
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A. PRE-DISTURBANCE (ca. 1850)

----

----------
B. POST-ENTRENCHMENT (ca. 1920)

CHANNEL WIDENING (ca. 2020)

Conceptual representation of natural geomorphic recovery of entrenched stream channels showing
pre-entrenchment condition, entrenched condition with confined active channel width and no gravel
bar of floodplain formation, and recovered channel with increased active channel with, bar and
floodplain formation, and increased near-channel riparian forest
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Appendix A. Aerial Photography of the Corte Madera Creek Watershed

Year Flight Date Agency Series Scale

Appendix Axis

1946* 7/2211946 USGS GS-CP 1:24,000

1957 8/23/1957 NRCS ABO 59T 1:20,000

1958 11/28/1958 NRCS CVM7V-13V 1:20,000

1959 4/15/1959 NRCS CSI1V-7V 1:20,000

1960* 4/10/1960 USAF VM 186 AF59 1:48,000

1961 5/12/1961 NRCS CSH 1BB-7BB 1:20,000

1964 5/9/1964 NRCS ABO 2EE-3EE 1:20,000

1970 4/19/1970 USGS GS-VCM1 1:80,000

1996* 4/27/1996 WAC-96CA 1:24,000

"Reviewed as part of this stUdy.
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Appendix B. DescripUons of upland sediment sources and hillslope management problems I, Z

Site
No. LocatIon Subwatershed Ownership Description of sediment source and/or hlllsiope management problem

1 Nor1h lace Corte Medere Ridge
2 ·Nors·. Cenyon". North Ieee Corte M_,e Ridge
J Southern Mer., L... Iws 'oed North Ieee Corts Madere Ridge
4 I3lnhedale Ridge
S ""_ tand development .ns st end of Ceder Drive
e MM\I\IO will... _ under Southem Mer., line lore road

7 WIndy RodQe "E-or- I"e r08tf' 81 top of Beftimore Canyon
8 MMWO water IN under Pine Mountain Tunnel Ill'e road
9 Out.... of Carey Camp er-
10 S"" Anselmo Creek nr out.... of Carey Camp Creek
11 J'..e road below ridge dividing Upper San Anselmo end CIISC8de Creeks
12 J'ire road on ndge dividing Upper San Ansebno end Cascade Creeks
13 J'". road. Easllace While Hill
14 Middle I"e road: Blue Ridge Creek 1Ubw1ll8l'1lhecl: South Feee Blue Ridge
1S Toyon I"e road: Eesllace Pam. Blue Ridge
16 Gunshot fora road: Sourth lace Lome Alta
17 Smith Ridge I"e road: South lace Loma AlIa
18 Smith Ridge I... road: South Ieee loms AlIe
19 L_iz Rench: Eest lace Lome AlIe
20 ~ire road:
21 Warren Springs Grade Rd; South lace 01 Bald Hdl
22 Fire road: Eest lace 01 Bllld Hill
23 8ill WlIiams Dam: Bill William. Creek above Phoenix Lake
24 ~ire road aossing; Channel head of north lork WoodLene Creek
2S Uphilllrom f"e road; East lace Pilot Knob above Phoenix Lake
26 Downstream 01 Phoenix Dam; North Ieee Ross HiP
27 Upstream from Deer PBt1< School: North Ieee Bllld Hin
28 Channel headaJtting: Sky Rench Sl8bIe.
29 Fire roads; South lace Blue Ridge
30 Oeposdionel zone at upland-aPuvIal c:h8nne1 trensdian: Marin Stables

LBt1<spur Creek
Larkspur Creek
Larkspur Creek
Larkspur Creek
King MounllIln Creek
LBt1<spur Creek
larkspur Creek
Sen Anselmo Creek
Sen Anselmo Creek
Sen Anselmo Creek
Upper Sen Anselmo Ck
Upper Sen Ansebno Ck
Sen Ansebno Creek
San Anselmo Creek
Sen Anselmo Creek
Fairfax Creek
Fairfax Creek
Feir1ax Creek
Sleepy Hollow Creek
Sleepy Hollow Creek
Ross Creek
Ross Creek
Ross Creek
Wood Lane Creek
Ross Creek
Ross Creek
0_ PBt1< Creek
Unsernpled Nee
San Anselmo Creek
Wood Lane Creek

MCOSD
MCOSD
MCaSD
MCaSD
Private
MMI/\/D
MCaSD
MMWO
MCOSD
MCOSD
MMII\ID
MMWD
MCaSD
MCOSD
MCOSD
MCaSD
MCaSD
MCOSD
Privete
MCaSD
MMWO
MMI/\/D
MMI/\/D
MMWD
MMWD
MMII\ID
MMI/\/D
Privete
MCaSD
MMWD

1999 landslide Into Larkspur Creek
Active _Ing Into LBt1<spur Creek
Road-aJI aJlverts plug with sedimen1 during stenns; roalkul concentr8tes runoff
Concentralad runoff "shoots orr roack:ut
Active guUy headculllng
Roack:uI culverts plug with sediment during storms; roack:uI concentrates runoff; slope leilures along lore road
SI_, unmeinlalned fire road, all in melange; rock-lined dilcto dogs with sediment
Roackut c:uJveIts plug With sadiment during stannS; Iandsliding Into Carey Camp Creek during 1980s
MeaSO construeled series 01 cI1eck dams al oulfel 01 Carey camp Creek; filled with sediment in two years
Ranchers extracled gravel from San Anselmo e.-; MCOSD placed rip-rap bank protection In19~
Steep, hlgh-melntenance f". road; _er b8nI necassary
Sleep,unmaln1alned lira road; water bars necessary; gullying
Sleep, hJgIHnalntlll1llllCll. gullied lira road; all in greenstoneJmelange shear zone
Creek aosslngs W8I'lI management problems ten years ago; now meinlalned
Fire roed chennefizes runoff; landslide in 1999
Fire road guDied
Fire road gullied; Water bar on hUislope above lira road
Channel heed aosslng eroding fire road loll; gullying
CIIllIe grazing
Num8lOUl active elll1hflows on ridge; periodic mass wasling
Ruts concentrata runoff
Ruts and in-slope ooncentraIe runoff, frequent blading required
Reservoir filled with sediment by 1860s; appears stable
Slope failure along road-aJl
Active landslidlng
1982 landsllde Into Ross Creek
Hinslope aeep Into Deer PBt1< Creek
Vegetativ. cover modifocation and extensive gullylng;n greenstone/melange sheer zone
Redundant fore roads
Channel instabildy

1 Sources: D. Odion, Bill Hogan, and Mike Swezy. MMWO, and Brian Sanford, MCOSD, pars. comm., 1999.

2 See Figure 23 lor sde locations.
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ApPENDIXC

BEDLOAD SEDIMENT TRANSPORT MODELING METHODS

Hydrologists, river engineers, and fishery biologists often need to know the amount of
sediment discharge from a river basin. Knowledge of sediment transport in sand-channel streams
has been well documented. However, prediction ofbedload transport in gravel-bed streams has not
been as well documented. Recent research results have developed techniques for prediction of
gravel transport. These techniques enable the analyst to estimate gravel transport from hydraulic
and sediment data.

SEDCOMP, the program used to analyze the sediment transport for the Corte Madera Creek
project, takes cross-section data, and bed material measurements and uses a set of parameters to
predict bedload transport past a cross-section. The cross-section and energy slope are used to
compute bed shear across the cross-section. The bed shear is the force ofthe weight ofthe water on
the bed, and the bed shear that moves the bedload. The size distribution ofthe bed material (either
surface layer or subsurface layer, although the subsurface layer was used in this project) is then used
to predict the movement of bed material as bedload. Bedload measurements should be used to
calibrate the parameters by iterative fitting. However, such measurements were not available for
Corte Madera Creek. Therefore, parameters were chosen based on published values and field
experience. Once determined, an analysis can be made ofthe predicted movement ofeach size class
ofbed material for each measurement. The parameters in SEDCOMP may then be used with a flow
duration curve to compute an annual load.

FEATURES OF SEDCOMP

SEDCOMP is a batch mode program. SEDCOMP predicts bedload transport. SEDCOMP
can be used to fit parameters to the algorithm ifbedload measurements are available for calibration,
it can give a detailed picture of fit by size break for a set of measurements, and it can generate a
bedload sediment rating curve by entering a cross-section with various stages.

TECHNICAL BACKGROUND

SEDCOMP computes bedload sediment discharge for a given cross-section on a stream. As
with most bedload transport equations, it uses bed shear to estimate transport. Bed shear is the force
of the water column on the bed, and is calculated based on the weight of the water and the energy
slope of the water. Thus, bed shear is the force of the water along the stream bed. The input data
are a cross-section, the energy slope, and bed material size distribution. The energy slope was
determined using several cross-sections surveyed in the field, resistance to flow detenmned by a
pebble count of the surface material using the Limerinos equation (1), and the use of the Corps of
Engineers ~tandard step.:backwater program HEC-2.

Stetson Engineers Inc.
J:\DATA\l803\final repoJ1\Appendix C.wpd
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The energy slope was determined by HEC-2 as described above. The reference shear is the most
important parameter in the P-K model for the determination ofamount of bedload. The exponent
of the relation (PEXP) is most important for determining the size distribution of the bedload. The
greater the difference between the median diameter of the parent material (pavement or
subpavement) and the bedload, the smaller the exponent must be. The exponent in Parker and
Klingeman's Equation 21 must be different from 1.0 (the Parker and Klingeman paper uses 0.982
with the sub-pavement distribution based on their Oak Creek data). The exponent determines how
the size distribution ofthe bedload is related to that ofthe parent material. A value of0.95 was used
for the Corte Madera Creek project based on field experience in Oregon and Colorado.

The Parker and Klingeman method will predict bedload movement only for those particle
sizes contained in the size distribution for the parent material. Therefore, the sample chosen as the
parent material must contain some material in all size classes that are contained in the bedload and
are to be predicted.

REFERENCES CITED

1. Limerinos, John T., Determination of the Manning Coefficient from Measured Bed Roughness
in Natural Channels, USGS Water Supply Paper 1898-B, 1970.

2. Parker, Gary, and Klingeman, P. C., On Why Gravel Bed Streams are Paved, Water Resources
Research, Vol. 18, No.5, Oct. 1982.
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Appendix O. Benchmark elevations end descriptions.

8M
10 CREEK LOCATION

8M
ELEV' BM DESCRIPTION

1.1 San Anselmo Ck Canyon Rd BOGE
1.2

2.1 San Anselmo Ck Meadow WIry BDGE
2.2

3.1 San Anselmo Ck Bolinas-FFX Rd BDGE

4.1 San Anselmo Ck Creek Rd BDGE
4.2
4.3

ft C manhole cover N of Canyon Rd bridge
I-::=':;;-Ift Yellow PS NE corner of Canyon Rd bridge deck

ft Yellow PS NE corner of Meadow Wsy bridge deck
I-:~'=-lft TopFH S of Meadow Wsy bridge, at T-comer. near _tsign

I 124.15 III Yellow PS. CL Bolinas-Fairfax bridge, on OS sidewalk

Top FH N of Creek Rd bridge
CmanholeC~NofCreekRdbridge

Yellow PS CL and C Creek Rd Bridge

5.1 Fairfax Ck Along Olema Rd I 174.55 1ft Blue PS on _ meter cover E edge Olema Rd, -1900 ft S of SFO Blvd,
S of ApI BIdga, at dam on Fairfax Creek

6.1 Fairfax Ck Olema Rd BDGE
1

13
7.8

5
1

11 Yellow PS on S Olema Rd bridge wall
6.2 134.71 II C sewer manhole SW of Olema Rd bridge

7.1 Fairfax Ck Marin Rd BDGE II C manhole at cxmer BoIhin Rd end Manor Rd
7.2 II C manhole at comer Manor Rd end SF Drake Rd
7.3 II Yellow PS on S Manor Rd bridge wall

8.1 Fairfax Ck Scenic Rd BDGE 123.44 ft Top FH NW of Scenic Rd bridge
8.2 122.39 II USACE HIIIIM#433 on Iencepoal NW of Scenic Rd bridge deck
8.3 126.85 ft Yellow PS US (N) CL Scenic Rd bridge deck on aidewalk at base of "heart" lightpoat
8.4 126.78 ft C__ manhole at comer Arroyo Rd and Scenic Rd

9.1 Fairfax Ck Park Rd ~II C manhole S comer I/\Ireden St and Park Rd, W 01 Andi Peri Park
9.2 124.15 ft Top FH at comer I/\Ireden SI and Park Rd, W 01 Andl Peri Park

10.1 San Anselmo Ck Peatori Ave BDGE O!!!Jft Yellow PS NE comer P8lItori Ave bridge deck

11.1 Sleepy Hollow Ck CeIeta Ave BOGE Yellow PS on S or OS aidewalk on CeIe18 AVe BOGE deck, along CL, along OS BDGE wall
11.2 C MH W, end CeIel8 Ave BDGE deck
11.3 C MH E end Caleta Ave BDGE deck

12.1 Sleepy Hollow Ck Arroyo Ave BDGE

Emft
Yellow X on S or OS sidewalk Arroyo Ave BDGE deck

12.2 95.53 ft C MH W OF Arroyo Ave BDGE deck, at inIllrsection 01 Arroyo and Buttelfleld Rd
12.3 96.44 ft C MH E OF Arroyo Ave BDGE deck

13.1 Sleepy Hollow Ck Broadmoor Ave BOGE
§ift

Yellow PS on E or OS Qlrb on Broadmoor Ave BDGE deck along CL
13.2 81.36 II C Sanitary Sewer MH N of Broadmoor Ave BDGE deck, E of C Broadmoor Ave
13.3 80.96 ft C Sanilllly Sewer MH Sof Broadmoor Ave BOGE deck, E 01 C Broadmoor Ave

14.1 Sleepy Hollow Ck Momingsicle Ave BDGE II Yellow PS on E or OS Qlrb on Momingsicle Ave BDGE deck
14.2 ft C MH N of Morningside Ave BDGE deck
14.3 II C MH S 01 Morningside Ave BDGE deck

15.1 Sleepy Hollow Ck MountainV_ Ave BOGE Eilit)ft Yellow PS on NE MountainV_ Ave BDGE abutment, 2 ft W of Rivwa SI. Sign Post
15.2 76,57 ft C MH N of MountainV_ Ave BDGE deck, at cxmer of Mountain V_~ RiverlI St

16.1 Sleepy Hollow Ck SFO BLVD BDGE CEEJIt Yellow PS on E or US Qlrb on SFD BLVD BOGE deck, elong CL, above I\enciled drain inlet

17.1 Sleepy Hollow Ck Saunders Ave BOGE ~ft Yellow PS on N or US Qlrb on Saunders Ave BDGE deck along CL
17.2 69.90 ft C MH W of Saunder8 Ave BOGE ded<. N 01 C of Seunders Ave

18.1 Sleepy Hollow Ck Taylor Ave BDGE O!!!Jft Yellow PS on Qlrb at NW comer of Taylor Ave BOGE deck above stenciled drain inlet

19.1 San Anselmo Ck Saunders Ave BDGE ~ft Yellow PS on Qlrb at NW corner of Saunders Ave BDGE deck, above atenciled drain inlet

I Bold elevations provided by Don Hobbs, MCFCO, via 1/1812000 email transmittal. elevations are in 1929 NGVD. verticalllfT()(" +/·0.1 II; Other elevations are
measured relative to bold elevations, 1929 NGVD, verticalllfT()( a +/- 0.15 ft

2 Elevation provided by MCFCO eppears to be an arror: elevation appaars about 10 feet higher than USGS topographic map; data provided oould be
erroneous entry 01 data lor sile no. 3.1

ABBREVIATIONS: C
CL
OS
US
FH

Appendix D.xIslllM ELEVS
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UPSTREAM
FIRE HYDRANT

PS
X
BDGE
MH
Sf0

PAINT SPOT
PAINTED X
BRIDGE
MANHOLE COVER

SIR FRANCIS DRAKE

STETSON ENGINEERS. INC.

N
S
E
W

NORTH
SOUTH
EAST
WEST

1212912000 MWS



l5NllllI8 CH BED SlOPE' 0.013883

CHBED FP
ElEV ElEV NOTES

(lI) (lI)
1IO.1llI NA
81.13 NA
12.25 NA
gl.lll 88.185 CS'
IIO.Tll NA
110.58 NA
gUI 88M CS4
gl.34 NA
110.13 14.485 CS 3

11.585 NA REACH CS
81.14 NA CALC CALC
81.88 NA
lUI NA CSI
IU3 NA
110.38 NA
IU1 NA

11l21llll18 CH BED SlOPE. 0.01_
es I • es. CH BED SlOPE. 0.005131

FP SlOPE. NA

lP
STA
(lI)
18U
158.8
Iq
127

1Ill.4
lOll
8a
81
15
llll
55

44.'
34.1

24
13.1

o

lUI'
81225 •

Dolo F1IoI ... 18·24 CIolC _

1112lllll........- .._ ........ IIlSTA53.
1112IlI9 IIlSTA5ClI·35I;STA30.·'I;STAIOI·H.

v_ '" Cl Cone Sl bridgo _

Fir. Hydr........ SE Cone St bridgo_
10P RS PIN CS 2

1Mbpo>r
lJpIlr.... 01 Cane st. Bridge

815118118 11l21llll18
Plunlulll _
M1gl1o _--

A~E. .u...,_

CSI CSI CSI CS4 CIl'
0-: 11/2/1_ - W1l1lll1 - 1I/2/11lllI 0*: Ill211llll8 0*: 8I5Ilegg_:

34.1 •
_:

53.
_:

15.
_:

H.
_:

127 •

RB pin: ...... _oIRW(O.OI RBpIn:
__1I_0I-.v

RB pin: .... .. bao 012' RW (0.0) RBpIn: ...... bao 012' RW III Rll toe (0.0) RB pin: _111_ oIporIdn; lot

LB pin: I_I do _ 01 boy IIlLB LBpIn:
__111_01-..,(0.0) LBpin: (.....)do_oILBRW LBpin: do _ 011' RW In RW poIr on LB LBpIn: _ at bao oIldjacent_

III: 101.54•• III: 10I.4e5 • HI: 101.54•• HI: 101.78 • HI: 103.475 I

STA Fa B8 EU!V NOTEII ITA F8 B8 EU!V NOTEII aTA F8 B8 ELEV NOTEII ITA F8 IIll !U!V NOTU STA F8 B8 ElEV NOTES
t.54'

0 4.385 11.15 RBPIN 0.00 • 101.485 TOP La PI 0 5.32 88.225 RBPIN 0 ll.Ilg 14.81 RBPIN 0.00 3.gl 19.56' TOP La PIN

1.1 '.15 88.3H 0.00 U 101.185 BASE La P U U 14.14' U 11.011 110M TH 0.00 4.011 1llI.385 BASE La PIN

10 U4 H.305 US UI 100.255 TOP La 4.2 • .01 83._ 2.8 10.14 11.02 4.10 4.14 H.535

12.8 1.38 14.15. 4.82 1.81l IUO' 1.5 8.32 12.225 REC 4.4 10.21 gUS 7.38 5.81 g7.565

t4 8.12 13.425 7.5' UI 88.llll5 10.2 g.28 12.215 '.1 g.n 12.04 lUll 1l.71 N.7Il5

15.5 Ull 12.58' REC 8.51 11.11 1I4.5Il5 13.3 10.13 81.415 B-2 1.85 12.11 lUll 7.02 N.I"

II U. 12.085 11.1$ 12.52 13.14' 15.7 10.13 110.715 TH 10.5 10.13 81.83 27.40 7.38 88.OH

18.1 g.53 12.015 13.12 n.7a 12.1lll5 ZO.4 U" 12.255 TOP La 12.5 10.31 "'.4 31M 1.32 H.I55

22.4 8.51l IU8' 13.71 lUg 12.07' 25.1 7.011 M.4e5 1• .2 8.84 12.12 33.81l 1.1llI 14.485

23.1 UI 81.78$ WSE 14.11 ,..,4 11.125 28.1 2.84 gUO' EST 17 7.8 gUll 37.24 10.87 112.105
25.1 10.11 ".41$ 11i 11l.0Il 14.2 12.28' 17.1 7._ 14.27. 41.50 lUI 12.285

27.3 8.84 81.7OS LEe 17.n 14.12 12.345 20 Il.7g M.g7 4'.44 11.4' 12.015

28 8.l2 12.425 lUll , • .31 12.155 ZO.2 '.1 88M 41'" 1'.1t ".185 TH
30.4 1.38 "3.115 21.00 lUI IUOS 30.7 4.54 87.22 LaPIN 41.0. 10.15 n.32S

32 8.21 83.335 23.21 14.14 gU2. 50.03 1.12 14.355

38.3 3.11 ".135 EST 25.58 lUg 11.117. '1.3' 7.311 N.085
27.23 14.74 81.125 TH 53.31 8.5 N.17' BASE RB PIN
28.22 13.13 83.335 '1.31 1l.23 11.245 TOP RB PIN

32.48 11.08 H.405
35.10 10.04 N.425
311.04 8.12 lIT.045 BASE RB PIN
38.04 1.24 g7.225 TOP RB PIN

10 50 40 30 20 10

lITA CflI

..
102

,.~ mB'· ~,. ,.~Wf
flOO

Wf ~f fl:_ N

55 55 55 88 -

55=5110 110 110 110 110
0 10 zo 30 40 50 80 10 50 40 30 zo 10 0 10 50 40 30 20 10 0 0 10 20 30 40 50 lID

lITA CflI IlTA CflI aTACflI STA CflI

STETSON ENOINEERS.INC.



Appendix E. Raw lu_tershod chonno' IUIW)I do"'.

R... Creek
ROIl C....k dI. of Shady L..... uI. _ willi Cone MIdonI Creek

61511999
5mel1zer
AMr Pori

long profile dolo:
Date: 61511999

STA FS BS HI ELEV NOTES
3.33 103.33 100 Bioi (1oIanhoIo ...-11 Shady-Locust intoroection)

14.18 9U7 TP3
2.99 91.68 TPJ

4.38 87.5 TP2
3.09 90.59 TP2

4.1 68.49 TPI
11.74 9823 TPI

5.12 93.11 TOP RB PIN

Ollo _ on: 11124119911
o.ta _ by: 5meI1z..

C_ of _ ..__of Shady L.... _LOCUlI. nolf ""oely lone bridge

85.51 CS 1
85.32 CS2
85.08 CS3

85 CS 4 -0.00854
86.81 BEDROCK Sill

REACH CH BED SlOPE- 0.009198
CS 1 • CS 4 CH BED SLopE- 0.008536

FP SlOPE- NA

160
178
213
238
279

C""o Mlderl Book pp 4G-42

a00 equal. "... ., ball of -.;0 _ (cIoO.8 ft) II RB II connuene. willi Corio Modero Creek
C__.lop·· ... 279ft

loudon of notet: Om sheet.

,,_1Ub_..-1ImIIIe aI ... '78ft
llI5I99__ntI~ (na313) II." 17&-160 ft

Cros.-..n dola' CS1 CSZ CS3
Date: 111511999 Dalo: 11I511999 Da..: '11511999
Slollon: 160 ft Slatlon: 178 ft Slatlon: 213 ft
RBpln: (none) top 01 horizontollog roundltion be... RBpln: (none) I1H1ld Iblkelbout 47ft from LB PIN RBpIn: (none)
LSpIn: <none) LSpIn: (none) I1H1ld ......~ ft _ -.c odgo LSpIn: (none)

HI: 101.02 HI: 98.22 HI: 101.02
sTA FS SS ElEV NOTES STA FS SS ElEV NOteS STA FS BS

7.91 TOP CS 2 RB PIN 5.11 a 1.38

° 219 99.83 0.5 2.99 95.24 TOP LB PI 9.5 7.68
4.7 6.49 9153 0.5 3.18 91.74 BASE LB P 11 9.92
U 8.' 92.92 3 5.81 92.58 '3.7 13.02

11.9 9.'6 91.91 5 9." 68.79 18.3 14.62
15.3 9.99 91.03 7 11.63 86.59 202 15.86
18.3 12.18 8881 8.4 12.38 85.BBlEW 21.8 15.98
2U 14.31 68 71 TOE LB.L 11.1 12.9 85.32 TH 25.3 1522
27.5 15." 8558 17 12.38 85.81 REW 29.1 14.73
31.8 15.51 8551 22 11.98 86.24 REC 32.4 13.13
38.5 15.31 95.71 TOE RB. R 25 11.02 87.2 40 14.08
39.6 14.31 86.88 28 10.05 88.17 .. 10.51
43.4 13.89 87.13 38 8.71 89.51 58 8.51
18.6 12.59 88.43 42.5 5.91 92.26
18.2 11.81 99.19 47 52 93.02 BASE RB PIN
50.7 9.88 91.19 47 5.11 83.11 TOP RB PIN
52.9 7.92 93.1
58.1 5.85 95.17

61 4 97.02

C84
Da..: 111511999
Slallon: 238 ft
RB pin: (none)
LB pin: (none)
HI: 101.02

ElEV NOTES 6TA FS BS
99.68 BASE OF F -13.4 3.28
93.38 -5.9 9.28

91.1 a 14.01
88 1.9 15.28

68.4 TOE LB. L 5.1 16.02
85.08 10.6 15.01
85.08 TH 14.6 12.01

85.9 19.8 9.01
8629 TOE RB. R 24.8 6.01
87.89 30.6 T.Ol
68.98
90.51
92.51 EST

ELEV NOTES
97.76 EST
91.76 EST
86.98 RIP RAP
85.76 LB TOE. LEC

85TH
86.01
89.0' EST
92.01 EST
83.01 EST
91.01 EST

., _....-._._._--------------.-------------~--------------,

~ D ~~["thV!u ["-~90 ~90.-

il 85-. . il 85 -

50 50

o 20 40 60

STA(FTJ

60 o 20 40 60

STA(FTJ

60

STA(FTJ

-20 o 20.

8TA(FTJ

60

ApponcIr E.ldIIRDU STETSON ENGINEERS, INC. 1212912000 MWS



Subw..........: Stnpy HoIow Cleek
locItIon: S"'py HoIow 0 .. uII CaJltll Rd bndgI. dli Tom Cronin'"tstdenee

DlIIo(oll1llWyOd: 'O/'O/'99ll
1kIrwyon: 8meIz_

Dowdy
Pennyc_

locMtonofnGtn: eortaMedef.Bookpp 1~t..

Velow paint apoI on dII~ of CPt. Rd bndge~
Stann menhoIe~ onC~ Rd west 01 c ..... Rd bridoe cMc:k
TP In chennet

ODOfI-CS3
128 It • ...,. r.ce of C..... Ad brIltgiI. beginning of SCOW pool

D••~CMlI: 11!l.u10D0
D........ by: Smdz.,

1W'Q,fi.~MCInWftf ....... Ita • 12 ft (CS 'I
11)1101'98~ ...... ,""""" ,n-)DO, .. sta. '05-1"1

ag 18 It

FS as

0

• u •
• sun

11 a.a,. ....
24 a.6O
20 ..•
31 ..~
.7 lI.32
lQ •.08
07 8.15
n lUI
71 a.13
83 15.17
00 11.07
os •.08

'00 D.2.

'07 •. '0
112 U7
111 8.54
'22 1.42

'211 U

UJ8 FACE CAlETA RD BRIDGE
82:1S
82.34
a2.3S
82.SO
82.sa
82..s
82.70 TREE ROOT INDUCED SUBSTRATE POOl.
82.113
13.10

83.'
l3.oe CS 1

83.'2
83.20
83.1'
83.17
13.01 CS 2
83.00
83.38
83.7'
IU'
83.1l5 CS.

REACH CH SED SLOPE- 0.0'272
C8 , - CS 3 CH BED SLOPE- 0.015813

I ), ,
83.12

FI as !lZV

CS.
0_:........,:
RBpIft:
LBpIo:
HI:
STA

01.28 EST
1132&
12.71

.'.'2
00."
II."
1I.3S BEHIND 810 EUC
•.11 8EH1HO BIO EUC
S7.Q 8EH1NO 810 EUC
84.8 LEe

IU4
&1.34....,....
83.15
S3.M
83.71

83.•'
".2 REC

M.ISt

15.14 TERRACE £LEV • +'4
'7.4'
In.
1lI.32

81.2
".2 EST

Cron-eecttoR d..:
CSI CSI
0": 101'101'. D...: 101'01'..........: n • St.etoR: "'".All pia: ,....., RBpIft: ,.....,
LBpIft: '_I lBp"': I-I
HI: 112 25 HI: all2
STA fS as [UV HOTU ITA FS as

7S1 TP.,CH

·10 ·21' .. 4' EST. BASE O¥ FENCE
0 232 8803 0 201
3 .'2 .. n I 283

• '50 17 87 • '38
7 5. MJ5 • 5.81

• 7.0 .40. • 0.2
10 as 83 es LEe I 053
'2 8,7" 835' 11 732,. .... uso n ...
10 1.77 IJ ... " ••
'0 as U.S SUBSt,tRF " .ro
20 1111 1321 11 U5
22 .,. 1308 •• '0.18
2. 8,2' .301 2' 105'
:!II as 13 .5 n '070
30 410 17.' fOE R8 2S '002
32 ../I I' 'O, 17 '0..
34 H .... :19 10UI
IT 27 ..... &AII ... "" .. , ••
52 .03 ., ... ". • '112

HOTES

01.74 BASE OF L

8"8....
18.01
'7.82
87.20
80.'

85.7,
IU2
14,08 LEe-15.S
83.17
83.&1
83.31
83.0'
13.2 TH

83'.
utJS REC
84'8 TOERB
... EST: BASE

.....
o

.2
4
o
I

'0
'2,.,.
20
n
24
:!II
30
32
34
:IS
38...
42..
45
.7
••
53

1Q1'1011881

'20 ft

sus

...~
0.54
1.11
:2.7

3.7'
4.'.
".47
...3
U

•.lIZ
...1........
•.82
• lIT
..Illl

10.04

8.0'
•.lQ

8.01
1.1lI
e.41
UI
u

2.02
.Q.38

HOTU
TPinCH

·20 ,. "..,..,....,
.. 20 co

STA (FT\

zo ...
STA(FT\

It! 'lIOOI ENGINEERS. INC. 'V2OI2OIlO UWlI



~.....,.t: 'I)W1Sll1D "5'1_
~ ~ Imdz...---
........... o.r p.,. CIwiII

Loc:aIaII: F.... II '" end 01 o.r PI:rk t.tJw~ end 1bcM""'" Ad.--
l'Arm Flf!I eM IELfY ", no' NOm.......... 232.2 •• .,51 DIS EHD C# UfS (OF') ClAVERT

lOW'. 232.1 10.7'5 •.n
221 tt.ZI ..2:1

221.1 '2211 .20
214.8 I1.IM ...2

"". to.DS IUt
113.1 10.21 lUI
173.1 10,0 .,...
till.' 11.0 •.tn ea.
t.U lUg ."147.' to.1O .. .., c••
IC,I to.• ...
121.1 11.71 ".25 C..
120.1 11.13 • 2:1
IOU ".0 ...

102.8 • "XII 12.71 ..2:1 eo>
'02.415 • 'll2.' 11.77 .....

1CZ2.3lS1 ... 11.52 ....
".. 11.1 .... ea2.... ,a. ... ca, 0.(11I31•

I'" tUI ........ 12" 'UI... 12.$4 ...2.,. 13Z' .u•
23' 12.• ...". '21' .."• "~I' .... WI END OF DIS UURHA CULVERT

RUCH CHUD SlOPE- 0.01111!53
cs t -CSI eM 8EO ILOP£. o.aaa,.

fP SloPE • ..

~,7.o ,..cs-n
Y"peIrC_on,""~.V'I""",""""*-,,

TDP.. hfChnl:on A.. Eof ~

Topfll COIMl'onRI!I o-r~~

...... .o.w 'JQ.
,~w-. P' _I"..15114'CIl
............. .--.. _.'.' •••e." •••••

Lona~"-"= IIIId,O.••• dII...,.. oe-PMClUIwM.'".-dfll ~· ..=.
C'*'CJIIdilc*llto 0.00. "" end 01 ...... C&IlMlt. 232 oIOPc:UwrI

D.-. ..: 'H'..... "11411_
oat 1It': IrNInr Sndnt

-

102.415 "..". COOt'ef lit RB
102.$1
10.11
•.118 TOE AB, REt
.., TH

•.77
11,10 TOE LB,l£C

'7.21....
'003<
t02.lll

'02.• l T TEARACE 5.55
101.17 ° 5,53
'01.D TOPL8 2.!'•
100.31 :1.1I 11.011
•.• 5 1100
CIlI.• LEe 7.3 11.27
.C7 lM •., 1t.t4
.... REt 10.' 10.a
t7.01 11.1 •.•

tCD.eo TOP AS '35 7.1
101.)1 ' •.7 5.•

101.71 AS TEARA ° 4.
101.11 .. 5.51
lem,. • 1.23
•.71 TOPAI 7.' 7.15
t7.2J 1.5 I..,
... TOE RS,R 11 ,0.1
•.2$ 1M 11.1 to.•
•.31 ,e.' '0.17
•.77 TOll!: La, If. 17." to.•
.01 ta.' 8.•

101.11 23 1.IS
101.15 lTTERRACE

101. ° 11.211
102.14 ... 8,0
lOt. 7,1 7.05
IOt.05 ... 1.25
•.11 tOI 10.11
115,85 REt IU t1.15
115» tw 14,' tt.7,
15.11 11.1I 11.M
•.t7 UlTOE.,LE ,n 11..27
•.415 2O.!i'.

tCD.82 21.3 I .•
lOt. LTTERRA 21 1.11

. ...
4.3 5.'
U 101

1U 1.11I
15.8 115
,.... lUI
21.2 12.11
24,2 12.83
284 11.17

27.' '.58
3D,4 7.G
34,4 1,44

101 T7 TOPUI
t01.•
lII.g1
.. 02
.,12
Mit LEe
15. MC
•.t'......

1(1),81
loom TQPRI

"..em
702 '01a:z I S.
751 100_ , If7
121 IIliIID 7 755
000 1Ii(M • 144
111 .s, ".54

1017 1707 "1 II.,
11. .05 TOER8.R t7 ,U
1231 15. TH "5 11'
1231 I573TO£l8lf: 217 ."
tOOl .,.. 25 TI

lI.Il IIliII& 21 855
722 10012 ToPLI J5'.
elS 101 10

•..
II

".
II

2D.
211
25.
212
21'....

3<..

co • ell c.. c.. ell ca..... It".
_. ,",- ...., tt1S!'l • - ,tN'. - ,"""- - "N181lliJ- ••• -, .... - '038 • - t2U. - 147.' t - 'eu •....:

_. ....: -, RBc*: 1-' .....' _I ..... _I ..... 1-'
La ...: -, La,.:

_. U1", I-I .. """ _I ..... _I .. """ I-I... '..... ... '01" .. ,..... ... tQl,CdS .. 107.• lOt 1D11,DJ5

". n •• ..... IOO~' ". F' .. ..... IOO~' ,T. F• .. ..... 100"" 'TA n .. ..... 100m .TA F• .. ..... 100"" IT. F. .. !lfV IOO~'

_.._-_._---- ------------,.----------.....-----------,_._------------

WE-:: ~=-::t ! t::B1··--~·.- rs::~ §g::t ~::~ ~::~-- ...-- .. 5 5" _. _. .. 5 .. 5 5" .. 5
._ ...... " 17.. 17 111 17 IJ7

~ ~ • Cll5. •

«130 20 to 0 ° '020 30CJ CJ 30 20 10 ° <10302010 102030«140:102010

ITACfll ITAIfTI ITA(fl) ITACf1) ITACf1) ITACF11

ITlTaON ENGlNURS, INC.
,_ ....



DaloCI/llIfVoyod: 111201.109
~: Smettz_

Venturi_eft

Sm Anletrno Creek &bow Wood Une Cf'Ht1 conluenc.
uIt Wood lM\e Cree' conluenee. ne. ")0 BoIin..·Fairtu Road. approx... PJ Jones Residence on C.scade Rd

v.eow Xon N I'dge BotinII.·Flirfax road....tau between 4'" end"30 8oIines.4=1irfa. Road

Lang pI'DlUo cIoto: LP CHBEO FP NOTES
STA El.EV ElEV FIELD
(ft) (ft) (I)

DIS 0 2• .27 NA 2'2.0
~~.3 2'.n NA cs. .87.8 0.008137
85.4 20.71 NA CS2 157.5 ..0.03158

.2'.0 2227 NA CS3 121 0.04.096
UI.8 21.1ll1 NA CS. .04 -4,011124
t5B 2\.lU NA CS5 e7 -<l.0'U2

UI9 2".' 23.211 NA 1.5 0.018047
REACH CH BED SLOPE. 0.0082"
CS. ·cs 5 CHBED SlOPE- -<l.oooe

./
J"o.. ./

1./ -./

"'

FIELO~.., STAOOOI.chbtl ...-.eg
CAlC 2420-000 ....bl'_

Dm ...... on: 12121'",
Dolo __ br: Smet!l"

_: 1I/2OI99 II _ -STAI751 (SOft)
11/20199 " _ - STA 1001·STA 'SOI(3~7~1)

23.5
r: 23.0
Ii. 22.5i 22.0
iii 21.5

21.0
20.5

o SO 100 ISO

STA(fTJ

200 250

e-_cIoto CSI CSI CS3 ca. CSI

Dota: 11/20('," o.oa: 111201'_ 11*: 1I12OI.nG lIaOt: 1112011_ o.oa: 11/201'nG

SIatIon: 5~.3 ft B_: IS.' 8
_:

.21.0 ft
_:

'38.0 I -: '~~.O •
RB pin: (nonel RBpin: (-I RBpin: <-I RBpin: (-I RBpin: e-I
LB pin: I-I LB pin: (-I LB pin: I-I LB pin: <......) LB pin: I-I
HI: 3718 I IG: 37.18 • HI: 37.11 • HI: 37.18 • HI: 37.18 •

BTA FB BB ElEY NOT1!B SU Fa a ELEY NOT1!8 BTA Fa BB ELEY NOT1!8 BTA Fa B8 !LEV NOT1!8 BTA FB a ELEY NOTES

r SO

140

130 ~

:5
10

o

3727 • ·3.95 '1.53 EST
32.28 .8 2.05 25.13
21.n 2. 6.7' 3'.14
25. 22 I .... 23.' REC

24.16 2. 15.05 22.83
23.22 REC 27 14,3 23.51
22.91 2ll.1 15 22.18
22.87 31.4 'U9 2'.'9
22.76 32 .5.0 2'.18
22.. 24.5 '~.18 21.1
22.65 37 16 21.18
2221 40 11.24 21.64
21.96 42 15.9S 2'.92
22.02 48 15.81 22.07
22.22 50 .325 24.63 LEe
22.26 52.5 12.6 25.28
22.67 58 10.15 26.92
22.24 70 US 3'.92 EST
24.12 77 U~ 36.93 EST
2'.18 LEC
26.Q2
31.02

10 D.6•
17 5.52

'U 0.11
21.5 '2.28

2' .2.32
24.2 14.65
21.4 14.17
20.2 15.01
32.7 15.1
24.5 .5.21
28.5 15.22
38.5 15.87
40.5 .5.02
42.5 15.65
".5 1~.65

".5 15.5
...~ 1521

SO 14.1'
52 .1.76
54 13.2

57.5 0.88
12 6.88
69 115- .. - ----- --_.. 38.72

SO SO 50

-- _._- ---T- 40 40 40 ,..,. 20~
-.7

20~ ....... /' 20~ V
:-............ ./' :5 " :5 ........ :5 :"--..---- . ..-

._-- -- --
0 0 0

40 20 0 ·20 eo eo 40 20 0 10 eo 40 20 0 10 eo 40 20

BTl. (fTJ BTA(fTJ BTA (fTJ BTA (FT)

SO

7 'Of
20_

:5
0

·20 eo

.. ·2.0 '0.78 EST .. 5.•8 32.n TOP LB FP 12.5 U 33.38.. 3.' 3.... EST .8.3 ~.. 32." ~7.' 5.' 32.OS TOPLB

0 0.' 2'.78 EST .. 5.0 31.0. RR 55.1 7.1 20.71

~.2 14.8 22.01 REC 42 7.18 20.7 RR 51.5 11.7. 21.17

1.2 '5.n 22.'8 21.5 0.80 28.'0 RR 51.4 14 23.18 LEC

11.1 •5.i7 21.0• 3' .3.70 24.00 RR .. IU' 22.47

15 ".eM 21.14 21.5 1~.02 21 .... LEC .. 15.l. 22.77

II .8.•8 21.n 2. 11.112 20.• n .5.35 22.53

2t.7 .5.76 22.12 22.2 17.11 20.77 4t .1.8. 22.27

2. 15.81 22.27 lIU .UI 2'.05 2tI '5.8 22.2. TH

20.2 15.46 22.42 15.' 11.'2 2'.76 37 11.8 22.28

32.t 14.14 23.74 LEe 12.2 .5.22 22.115 14.1 15." 22."
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Appendix E. Subwatershed channel survey data.

SUBWATERSHED: LARKSPUR CREEK
REACH CHANNEL BED SLOPE:
CROSS-SECTION CHANNELBED SLOPE:
REACH FLOODPLAIN SLOPE:
ARBITRARY BENCHMARK ELEVATION:

0.013 ftlft
0.005 ftlft

na ftIft
100 ft YELLOW X ON CANE ST BRIDGE

LONG PROFILE CROSS-5eCTION . CROSS-5ECTION CROSS-5ECTION CROSS-5ECTION CROSS-5ECTION
NUMBER 1 NUMBER 2 NUMBER 3 NUMBER 4 NUMBER 5
LPSTA 34.7 LPSTA 53 LPSTA 75 LPSTA 98 LPSTA 127

STA ELEV STA ELEV STA ELEV STA ELEV STA ELEV STA ELEV
(FT) (FT) (FT) (FT) (FT) (FT) (FT) (FT) (FT) (FT) (FT) (FT)

13.8 90.39 0.0 97.94 0.0 101.17 0.0 98.91 0.0 97.22 0.0 99.40
24.0 91.43 4.3 93.34 2.5 100.26 4.7 94.47 10.5 96.66 4.1 98.54
34.7 91.48 5.9 93.19 4.9 98.51 9.4 92.26 10.7 94.97 7.4 97.57
44.5 91.96 8.3 92.43 7.5 96.69 14.1 90.72 12.8 94.28 10.7 96.77
55.0 91.84 9.0 91.71 9.5 94.57 16.5 91.42 13.7 93.96 18.9 96.46
66.0 91.57 11.2 91.44 11.2 93.95 19.6 92.29 15.5 92.12 27.4 96.10
75.0 90.93 12.5 91.77 13.1 92.69 22.3 92.23 18.2 91.40 31.7 95.16
87.0 91.34 13.9 91.97 13.8 92.08 25.6 93.47 20.2 91.63 34.0 94.49
98.0 90.68 16.5 92.02 14.1 91.93 27.2 94.75 22.5 92.11 37.2 92.81

108.0 90.59 18.3 92.10 16.1 92.27 29.8 96.23 24.8 92.04 41.5 92.30
118.4 90.78 20.8 97.57 17.7 92.35 26.3 91.55 45.4 92.02
127.0 91.91 22.3 93.43 19.4 92.16 27.9 91.02 48.4 91.87

23.7 94.16 21.0 91.81 29.3 90.68 49.0 93.33
26.3 95.31 23.3 91.83 30.7 94.87 50.0 94.36
29.7 96.40 25.6 91.98 51.3 96.10
36.3 97.15 27.2 91.73 53.3 96.98

28.~ 93.34
32.5 95.41
35.1 96.43
39.0 97.05

Appendix E .xlslLARKSPUR STETSON ENGINEERS, INC. 12129/2000 MWS



Appendix E. Subwatershed channel survey data.

SUBWATERSHED: ROSS CREEK
REACH CHANNEL BED SLOPE:
CROSS-SECTION CHANNELBED SLOPE:
REACH FLOODPLAIN SLOPE:
ARBITRARY BENCHMARK ELEVATION:

0.009 ftIft
0.006 ftIft

na ftIft
100 ft Center of manhole at intersection of Shady Lane and Locust, near shady lane bridge

LONG PROFILE CROSS-SECTION CROSS-SECTION CROSS-SECTION CROSS-SECTION
NUMBER 1 NUMBER 2 NUMBER 3 NUMBER 4
LPSTA 160 LPSTA 178 LPSTA 213 LPSTA 238

STA ELEV STA ELEV STA ELEV STA ELEV STA ELEV
(FT) (FT) (FT) (FT) (FT) (FT) (FT) (FT) (FT) (FT)

0.0 98.83 0.5 94.74 0.0 99.66 0.0 97.76
4.7 94.53 3.0 92.58 8.5 93.36 7.5 91.76
8.4 92.92 5.0 88.78 11.0 91.10 13.4 86.98

11.8 91.84 7.0 86.59 13.7 88.00 15.0 85.76
15.3 91.03 8.4 85.86 16.3 86.40 18.5 85.00
18.3 88.84 11.1 85.32 20.2 85.06 24.0 86.01
21.4 86.71 17.0 85.84 21.6 85.06 28.0 89.01
27.5 85.58 22.0 86.24 25.3 85.80 32.0 92.01
31.6 85.51 25.0 87.20 29.4 86.29 38.0 93.01
36.5 85.71 28.0 88.17 32.4 87.89 44.0 94.01
39.6 86.68 36.0 89.51 40.0 86.96
43.4 87.13 42.5 92.28 44.0 90.51
46.6 88.43 47.0 93.02 56.0 92.51
48.2 89.18
50.7 91.16
52.8 93.10
56.1 95.17
61.0 97.02

Appendix E .xlsJROSS STETSON ENGINEERS, INC. 1212912000 MWS



Appendix E. Subwatershed channel survey data.

SUBWATERSHED: DEER PARK CREEK
REACH CHANNEL BED SLOPE:
CROSS-SECTION CHANNELBED SLOPE:
REACH FLOODPLAIN SLOPE:
ARBITRARY BENCHMARK ELEVATION:

0.014 ftIft
0.009 ftIft

na ftIft
100 ft . Yellow paint spot on uls side Meema Ave above Meema culvert

LONG PROFILE

STA
(FT)

0.0
13.6
23.6
32.6
41.6
49.6
61.6
66.6
76.6
83.6

102.6
103.6
109.6
120.1
121.1
142.6
147.6
160.6
168.6
173.6
183.6
205.4
214.9
221.6
228.0
232.1
232.2

ELEV
(FT)

94.33
94.78
94.98
94.25
94.92
95.41
95.58
95.66
95.66
95.84
95.69
95.33
96.04
96.33
96.25
96.60
96.47
96.27
96.61
97.04
97.18
97.41
95.62
95.20
96.23
96.71
97.57

CROSS-SECTION CROSS-SECTION CROSS-SECTION CROSS-5ECTION CROSS-5ECTION CROSS-5ECTION
NUMBER 1 NUMBER 2 NUMBER 3 NUMBER 4 NUMBER 5 NUMBER 6
lPSTA 66.6 lP·STA 76.6 lPSTA 103.6 lPSTA 121.1 lPSTA 147.6 lPSTA 168.6

STA ELEV STA ELEV STA ELEV STA ELEV STA ELEV STA ELEV
(FT) (FT) (FT) (FT) (FT) (FT) (FT) (FT) (FT) (FT) (FT) (FT)

0.0 101.19 1.0 101.77 0.0 101.60 0 101.845 0.0 102.58 0 102.375
5.0 100.82 3.0 101.49 4.0 100.62 5.7 101.175 4.0 101.87 3.2 100.335
7.1 99.85 7.0 99.91 6.6 99.45 8.5 99.085 6.0 101.23 4.8 98.645
9.6 97.96 9.0 99.02 8.0 96.17 9.4 96.765 7.6 100.31 6.6 97.205

10.8 95.73 11.0 97.82 10.2 95.11 10.4 96.375 8.5 98.89 7.4 96.895
13.5 95.66 12.6 95.81 13.2 95.33 14.1 96.245 11.0 96.96 9.4 96.765
17.2 96.05 17.0 95.66 16.0 95.65 17.6 96.885 15.1 96.47 11.7 96.605
18.7 97.07 18.5 96.16 18.8 99.19 18.2 97.225 16.8 96.49 13.1 96.975
21.0 98.31 21.7 98.33 21.0 101.05 19.1 99.785 17.4 97.08 14.2 99.175
26.4 99.04 25.0 99.66 24.8 101.96 21.2 100.985 18.8 100.60 16.7 102.505
30.1 99.83 28.0 100.91 30.1 102.14 24.6 101.605 23.0 101.31
34.3 100.48 35.0 100.97 34.4 101.99 29 101.775
39.0 101.02

Appendix E .xlsJDEER PARK STETSON ENGINEERS, INC. 12129/2000 MWS



Appendix E. Subwatershed channel survey data.

SUBWATERSHED: SAN ANSELMO CREEK (ABOVE WOOD LANE CREEK CONFLUENCE)
REACH CHANNEL BED SLOPE: 0.008 ftIft
CROSS-5ECTION CHANNELBED SLOPE: -0.0008 ftIft
REACH FLOODPLAIN SLOPE: na ftIft
ARBITRARY BENCHMARK ELEVATION: 100 ft Yellow X on N edge Bolinas-Fairfax road surface between 434 and 430 Bolinas-Fairfax Road

LONG PROFILE CROSS-SECTION CROSS-5ECTION CROSS-5ECTION CROSS-5ECTION CROSS-5ECTION
NUMBER 1 NUMBER 2 NUMBER 3 NUMBER 4 NUMBER 5
LPSTA 55.3 LPSTA 85.4 LPSTA 121.9 LPSTA 138.9 LPSTA 155.9

STA ELEV STA ELEV STA ELEV STA ELEV STA ELEV STA ELEV
(FT) (FT) (FT) (FT) (FT) (FT) (FT) (FT) (FT) (FT) (FT) (FT)

0.0 32.03 0.0 32.72 0.0 33.38 0.0 36.73 0.0 36.93
3.0 29.14 1.7 32.48 4.7 32.08 6.0 31.02 7.0 31.93
5.3 26.97 4.0 31.98 7.2 30.78 11.5 28.02 21.0 26.93
7.7 23.74 6.0 30.70 11.0 26.17 15.0 24.68 24.5 25.28

11.4 22.42 9.5 28.19 11.1 23.88 17.0 24.12 27.0 24.63
12.6 22.27 17.0 24.09 14.5 23.47 19.0 23.34 31.0 22.07
18.9 22.12 21.5 21.96 16.5 22.77 20.5 22.67 35.0 21.93
22.6 21.72 24.0 20.96 19.5 22.53 22.5 22.38 37.0 21.64
25.6 21.84 25.8 20.77 21.5 22.27 24.5 22.23 40.0 21.88
29.5 21.91 28.6 21.05 23.5 22.28 26.5 22.03 42.5 21.90
32.4 22.16 32.9 21.76 25.5 22.28 28.5 21.96 45.0 21.98
35.4 22.98 35.8 22.65 28.0 22.44 30.5 22.21 45.6 24.19
40.6 28.78 38.3 23.39 31.0 22.66 32.5 22.65 48.1 22.88
44.6 34.78 41.1 25.04 33.5 23.01 34.5 22.67 50.0 23.58
48.6 40.78 43.4 26.50 35.5 23.13 36.3 22.78 53.0 22.83

48.0 31.23 37.5 23.34 38.8 22.87 55.0 23.40
53.0 36.23 40.5 24.37 40.6 22.91 56.0 31.14
63.0 46.23 47.1 29.48 44.8 23.23 61.0 35.83

51.5 34.40 45.0 24.56 73.0 41.83
61.5 40.40 47.5 25.60

50.6 28.72
52.0 32.36
59.0 37.27
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Appendix F. Surface sediment size distribution data.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Larkspur Tamalpals Ross Sarich Sleepy Fairfax Deer Par\( Wood Lane San Upper San
Creek Creek Creek Creek Hollow Creek Creek Creek Anselmo Anselmo

Creek Creek Creek

PERCENT FINER THAN (%)

720 mm
512 mm 98.7 99.7
360 mm 98.7 98.4
256 mm 98.7 94.6
180 mm 98.7 98.1 87.1
128 mm 99.7 98.7 99.7 95.3 75.7

90 mm 97.2 97.4 99.6 99.4 98.6 98.7 91.6 61.8
64 mm 98.9. 90.1 88.8 92.8 98.2 99.4 96.2 95.1 76.1 49.5
45 mm 92.8 70.4 66.5 75.7 92.7 89.4 85.5 84.6 55.9 33.8
32 mm 82.0 50.3 40.6 53.6 76.9 60.5 67.6 66.6 35.1 26.5

22.5 mm 63.1 29.6 24.0 34.0 50.5 35.3 48.6 49.6 18.6 18.9
16 mm 47.5 17.6 16.3 22.6 33.4 18.2 28.6 34.2 8.1 12.0

11.2 mm 26.0 9.6 8.0 14.5 15.8 10.3 18.6 20.1 4.7 8.2
8 mm 11.9 3.7 0.0 8.9 0.0 0.3 8.3 11.6 2.5 4.1

Appendix F.xlslsummary table STETSON ENGINEERS, INC. 12129/2000 MWS
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Appendix F. Raw surface sediment size distribution data.

'Number 2.1 Number 2.2 Number CUMULATIVE
Date 12/6/1999 Date 12/6/1999 Date 12/611999

SWO Tamalpals SWO Tama/pals SWO Tamalpals
LP station 5 - 30 ft LP station 60-90 ft LP station 5_90 ft
Counter Smeltzer Counter Plunkett Counter
Recorder Plunkett Recorder Smeltzer Recorder
n= 166 n= 146 n= 312
Entered 12/6/1999 Entered 12/6/1999 Entered 12/6/1999

Notes COMP 1.0C Notes COMP 0.85C Notes
SAMP 1.0C SAMP 1.0 C

% % %
size number finer size number finer size number finer

than than than
>= 512 mm 100 >= 512 mm 100 >= 512 mm 0 100
>= 360 mm 100 >= 360 mm 100 >= 360 mm a 100
>= 256 mm 100 >= 256 mm 100 >= 256 mm a 100
>= 180 mm 100 >= 180 mm 100 >= 180 mm a 100
>= 128 mm 1 99 >= 128 mm 100 >= 128 mm 1 100
>= 90 mm 6 96 >= 90 mm 2 99 >= 90 mm 8 97
>= 64 mm 16 87 >= 64 mm 7 94 >= 64mm 23 90
>= 45 mm 44 61 >= 45 mm 20 81 >= 45 mm 64 70
>= 32 mm 35 41 >= 32 mm 30 61 >= 32 mm 65 50
>= 22.5 mm 26 26 >= 22.5 mm 41 33 >= 22.5 mm 67 30
>= 16 mm 12 20 >= 16 mm 27 15 >= 16 mm 39 18
>= 11.2 mm 13 12 >= 11.2 mm 13 7 >= 11.2 mm 26 10
>= 8mm 13 5 >= 8 mm 6 3 >= 8mm 19 4
< 8 mm 8 0 < 8 mm 4 0 < 8mm 12 0

n= 166 n= 146 n= 312
n= 174 n= 150 n= 324
%<8= 4.6 % %<8= 2.7 % %<8= 3.7 %

" .. -

Appendix F.xlslTamalpais STETSON ENGINEERS, INC. 1212912000 MWS



Appendix F. Raw surface sediment size distribution data.

Number 4
Date 11/13/1999
SWO Sorich
LP station 5-25 It
Counter Smeltzer
Recorder Smeltzer
n= 214
Entered 1216/1999
Notes COMP 1.0 C

SAMP 1.0C

%
size number finer

than
>= 512mm 100
>= 360 mm 100
>= 256 mm 100
>= 180 mm 100
>= 128 mm 100
>= 90 mm 1 100
>= 64 mm 16 93
>= 45 mm 40 76
>= 32 mm 52 54
>= 22.5 mm 46 34
>= 16 mm 27 23 084 =

>= 11.2 mm 19 14 Oso=

>= 8mm 13 9 0 ,8 =

< 8 mm 21 0
n- 214
n= 235
%<8= 8.9 %

Appendix F.xls/Sorich STETSON ENGINEERS, INC. 12129/2000 MWS



Appendix F. Raw surface sediment size distribution data.

Number 6.1 Number 6.2 Number 6.3 Number CUMULATIVE
Date 6/12/1999 Date 6/1211999 Date 11/5/1999 Date
SWO Fairfax Creek SWO Fairfax Creek SWO Fairfax Creek SWO Fairfax Creek
lP station -5-15 ft lP station 20-30 ft lP station 140-160 ft lP station -5-160 ft
Counter Charlie Counter Barry Counter Counter
Recorder Barry Recorder Charlie Recorder Recorder
n= 103 n= 102 n= 123 n= 328
Entered 12/611999 MWS En~ered 121611999 MWS Entered Entered
Notes COMP Notes COMP Notes COMP Notes COMP

SAMP SAMP SAMP SAMP
<8 mm under-represented <8 mm under-represented ON BED <8 mm under-represented

% % % %
size number finer size number finer size number finer size number finer

than than than than
>= 512 mm 100 >- 512 mm 100 >- 512 mm 100 >= 512 mm 0 100
>= 360 mm 100 >= 360 mm 100 >= 360 mm 100 >= 360 mm 0 100
>= 256 mm 100 >= 256 mm 100 >= 256 mm 100 >= 256 mm 0 100
>= 180 mm 100 >= 180 mm 100 >= 180 mm 100 >= 180 mm 0 100
>= 128 mm 100 >= 128 mm 100 >= 128 mm 100 >= 128 mm 0 100
>= 90 mm 100 >= 90 mm 100 >= 90 mm 100 >= 90 mm 0 100
>= 64 mm 100 >= 64 mm 2 98 >= 64mm 100 >= 64 mm 2 99
>= 45 mm 3 97 >= 45 mm 15 83 >= 45 mm 15 88 >= 45 mm 33 89
>= 32 mm 19 79 >= 32 mm 31 53 >= 32 mm 45 52 >= 32 mm 95 60
>= 22.5 mm 14 65 >= 22.5 mm 29 25 >= 22.5 mm 40 19 >= 22.5 mm 83 35
>= 16 mm 29 37 >= 16 mm 14 11 >= 16 mm 13 9 >= 16 mm 56 18
>= 11.2 mm 17 20 >= 11.2 mm 4 7 >= 11.2 mm 5 5 >= 11.2 mm 26 10
>= 8 mm 21 0 >= 8 mm 7 0 >= 8mm 5 1 >= 8 mm 33 0
< 8 mm 0 < 8 mm 0 < 8mm 1 0 < 8 mm 1 0

n= 103 n= 102 n= 123 n= 328
n= 103 n= 102 n= 124 n= 329
%<8= 0.0 % %<8= 0.0 % %<8= 0.8 % %<8= 0.3 %

Appendix F.xls/Fairfax STETSON ENGINEERS, INC. 12129/2000 MWS



Appendix F. Raw surface sediment size distribution data.

·Number 8.1 Number 8.2 Number CUMULATIVE
Date 11/611999 Date 11/6/1999 Date
SWO Wood Lane SWO Wood Lane SWO Wood Lane
LP station 65-140 ft LP station 140-180 ft LP station 65-180 ft
Counter Smeltzer Counter Smeltzer Counter
Recorder Smeltzer Recorder Smeltzer Recorder
n;: 219 n= 125 n= 344
Entered 12/611999 Entered 12/6/1999 Entered
Notes COMP Notes COMP Notes COMP

SAMP SAMP SAMP

% % %
size number finer size number finer size number finer

than than than
>= 512 mm 100 >= 512 mm 100 >= 512 mm 0 100
>= 360 mm 100 >= 360 mm 100 >= 360 mm 0 100
>= 256 mm 100 >= 256 mm 100 >= 258 mm 0 100
>= 180 mm 100 >= 180 mm 100 >= 180 mm 0 100
>= 128 mm 100 >= 128 mm 100 >= 128 mm 0 100
>= 90 mm 3 99 >= 90 mm 2 99 >= 90 mm 5 99
>= 64 mm 6 96 >= 64 mm 8 93 >= 64 mm 14 95
>= 45 mm 14 91 >= 45 mm 27 73 >= 45 mm 41 85
>= 32 mm 48 72 >= 32 mm 22 57 >= 32 mm 70 67
>= 22.5 mm 42 55 >= 22.5 mm 24 39 >= 22.5 mm 66 50
>= 16 mm 41 39 >= 16 mm 19 26 >= 16 mm 60 34
>= 11.2 mm 42 22 >= 11.2 mm 13 16 >= 11.2 mm 55 20
>= 8 mm 23 13 >= 8 mm 10 9 >= 8 mm 33 12
< 8mm 33 0 < 8 mm 12 0 < 8 mm 45 0

n= 219 n= 125 n= 344
n= 252 n= 137 n= 389
%<8= 13.1 % %<8= 8.8 % %<8= 11.6 %

Appendix F.xlslWood Lane
STETSON ENGINEERS, INC.
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Appendix F. Raw surface sediment size distribution data.

Number 10.1 Number 10.2 Number 10.3 Number CUMULATIVE
Date 1113/1999 Date 11/3/1999 Date 11/3/1999 Date
SWO Upper San Anselmo Ck SWO Upper San Anselmo Ck SWO Upper San Anselmo Ck SWO
LP station 100-130 ft LP stallon 130-160 ft LP station 160-190 ft LP station 100-190 ft

Counter Smeltzer Counter Smeltzer Counter Smeltzer Counter
Recorder Dawdy Recorder Dawdy Recorder Dawdy Recorder
n= 111 n= 98 n= 95 n= 304
Entered 121611999 Entered 1216/1999 Entered 1216/1999 Entered
Notes CaMP 1.0C Notes CaMP 1.0C Notes CaMP 1.0C Notes CaMP

SAMP 1.0C SAMP 1.0C SAMP 1.0C SAMP

% % % %
size number finer size number finer size number finer size number finer

than than than than
>= 512 mm 100 >= 512 mm 100 >= 512 mm 1 99 >= 512 mm 1 100
>= 360 mm 100 >= 360 mm 1 99 >= 360 mm 3 96 >= 360 mm 4 98
>= 256 mm 2 98 >= 256 mm 1 98 >= 256 mm 9 87 >= 256 mm 12 95
>= 180 mm 4 95 >= 180 mm 7 91 >= 180 mm 13 74 >= 180 mm 24 87
>= 128 mm 13 83 >= 128 mm 9 82 >= 128 mm 14 60 >= 128 mm 36 76
>= 90 mm 10 75 >= 90 mm 18 65 >= 90 mm 16 45 >= 90 mm 44 62
>= 64mm 19 58 >= 64mm 13 52 >= 64mm 7 38 >= 64mm 39 50
>= 45 mm 22 39 >= 45 mm 15 37 >= 45mm 13 25 >= 45 mm 50 34
>= 32 mm 10 30 >= 32 mm 9 28 >= 32 mm 4 21 >= 32 mm 23 26
>= 22.5 mm 5 25 >= 22.5 mm 13 16 >= 22.5 mm 6 15 >= 22.5 mm 24 19
>= 16 mm 12 15 >= 16 mm 7 9 >= 16 mm 3 12 >= 16 mm 22 12
>= 11.2 mm 6 10 >= 11.2 mm 3 6 >= 11.2 mm 3 9 >= 11.2 mm 12 8
>= 8 mm 8 3 >= 8 mm 2 4 >= 8mm 3 6 >= 8 mm 13 4
< 8 mm 3 0 < 8 mm 4 0 < 8 mm 6 0 < 8 mm 13 0

n= 111 n= 98 n= 95 n= 304
n= 114 n= 102 n= 101 n= 317
%<8= 2.6 % %<8= 3.9 % %<8= 5.9 % %<8= 4.1 %

Appendix F.xlslUpper San Anselmo STETSON ENGINEERS, INC. 12129/2000 MWS



Appendix G. Subsurface sediment size distribution data.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Lartuopur Tamalpals Ross Sorlch Sleepy Fairfax Deer Park Wood Lane San Upper San
Creek Creek Creek Creek Hollow Creek Creek Creek Anselmo Anselmo

Creek Creek Creek

PERCENT FINER THAN ("10)

128 mm
64 mm 97.2 97.4 94.1 99.7 95.9 90.6 78.7 83.4
32 mm 86.3 78.6 79.7 70.1 88.5 77.6 74.3 64.5 67.0 69.2
16 mm 65.9 52.7 59.7 50.5 67.1 54.1 58.2 49.3 48.9 51.5

8 mm 46.1 37.8 44.5 38.1 48.7 38.0 50.8 37.9 35.7 40.4
4 mm 34.5 25.8 34.1 30.0 36.6 24.4 41.1 29.9 25.5 32.1
2mm 23.9 17.3 26.1 22.3 26.9 13.6 31.4 22.5 18.4 22.4
1 mm 15.2 13.2 18.8 14.0 17.2 7.8 22.6 14.6 13.0 11.8

0.589 mm 10.1 11.8 12.2 8.2 9.5 3.2 16.5 9.3 8.8 6.8
0.295 mm 4.3 6.8 3.6 3.1 2.2 2.3 3.7 3.5 2.9 2.9
0.208 mm 2.7 4.6 1.7 1.8 1.1 1.4 2.7 2.3 1.7 1.9

STETSON ENGINEERS, INC. 12129/2000 MWS



41.81b
Larkspur Creek 102.9 8m tare #

% 100 %
>= 128 mm 0 >= 128 0.0 gm 0.0 % 128 100.0 %
>= 64 mm 0 >= 64 0.0 gm 0.0 % 64 100.0 %
>= 32 mm 1422.1 1089.1 2 >= 32 2305.4 gm 13.7 % 32 86.3 %
>= 16 mm 1407.8 1046.5 1287.8 3 >= 16 3433.2 gm 20.4 % 16 65.9 % 30.2
>= 8mm 1490.4 922.4 1209 3 >= 8 3313.1 gm 19.7 % 8 48.1 % 9.6

4mm 1520.9 649.3 2 >= 4 1964.4 gm 11.7 % 4 34.5 %
>= 2mm 1240.7 747.9 2 >= 2 1762.8 gm 10.8 % 2 23.9 %
>= 1 mm 1556.1 1 >= 1 1453.2 gm 8.6 % 1 15.2 % 1.1
>= 0.589 mm 985 1 >= 0.589 862.1 gm 5.1 % 0.589 10.1 %
>= 0.295 mm 1073.3 1 >= 0.295 970.4 gm 5.8 % 0.295 4.3 %
>= 0.208 mm 370.3 1 >= 0.208 267.4 gm 1.6 % 0.208 2.7 %

< 0.208 mm 556.5 1 < 0.208 455.6 gm 2.7 % 0.208 0.0 % 0 .. = 302 mm
_I maaa 16807.8 gm 0",= 9.6 mm

37.1 Ib 0,,= 1.1 mm
Sorlcll Creell 102.9 em tare • % 100 %

>= 128 mm 0 >= 128 0.0 gm 0.0 % 128 100.0 %
>= 64 mm 1405.5 1 >= 64 1302.8 gm 5.9 % 64 94.1 %
>= 32 mm 1544.5 1542.6 1445.2 1212 4 >= 32 5332.7 gm 24.1 % 32 70.1 % 50.5
>= 16 mm 15n.2 1486 1589.6 3 >.. 16 4344.1 gm 19.6 % 18 50.5 %
>= 8mm 531.2 1486 861.4 447.9 4 >.. 6 2738.9 gm 12.3 % 8 38.1 % 15.7
>= 4 mm 1184.8 83D.4 2 >= 4 1789.4 gm 8.1 % 4 30.0 %
>= 2 mm 1219 701.1 2 >= 2 1714.3 gm 7.7 % 2 22.3 %
>= 1 mm 1355 688.7 2 >= 1 1837.9 gm 8.3 % 1 14.0 % 1.2
>= 0.589 mm 998 490.3 2 >= 0.589 1262.5 gm 5.8 % 0.589 8.2 %

0.295 mm 913.3 424.7 2 >= 0.295 1132.2 gm 5.1 % 0.295 3.1 %
>= 0.208 mm 310.9 190.9 2 >= 0.208 296.0 gm 1.3 % 0208 1.8%

< 0.208 mm 386 236 2 < 0.208 398.2 gm 1.8 % 0.208 0.0 % 0.. .. 50.5 mm

10taI mall 22186.8 gm 0"," 15.7 mm

48.9 Ib °tl: 1.2 mm
DeetPartc 1038m tare • % 100 %

>= 128 mm 0 >= 128 0.0 gm 0.0 % 128 100.0 %
>= 64 mm 1297.7 1 >= 64 1194.7 gm 4.1 % 64 95.9 %
>= 32 mm 1525.1 1526 1585 1418.7 802.7 5 >= 32 8342.5 gm 21.8 % 32 74.3 % 48.3
>= 16 mm 1520.5 1360.3 1085.2 1184 4 >= 16 4738.0 gm 16.1 % 16 58.2 %
>= 8mm 541 1181.6 nu 3 >= 8 2165.0 gm 7.4 % 8 50.8 %
>= 4mm 1252.7 1375 510.6 3 >.. 4 2629.3 gm 9.6 % 4 41.1 % 7.7
>= 2 mm 1322.4 1208.2 644 3 >= 2 2865.6 gm 9.8 % 2 31.4 %

1 mm 1276.7 1508.1 2 >.. 1 2576.8 gm 8.8 % 1 22.6 %
>= 0.589 mm 959.1 1053.2 2 >.. 0.589 1806.3 gm 6.1 % 0.589 16.5 %
>= 0.295 mm 1214.6 739.4 1416.9 794.9 4 0.295 3753.8 gm 12.8 % 0.295 3.7 % 0.6
>= 0.208 mm 292.5 200.8 2 0.208 287.3 gm 1.0 % 0.208 2.7 %

< 0.208 mm 513.8 484 2 < 0.208 791.8 gm 2.7 % 0.208 0.0 % 0..= 46.3 mm

10taI mall 29373.1 gm 0",= 7.7 mm

64.8Ib O,t a 0.6 mm

Upper SIn Anselmo 102.9 em tare • % 100 %
>= 128 mm 0 128 0.0 gm 0.0 % 128 100.0 %
>= 64 mm 1441.9 1402.7 10n.4 3 64 3613.3 gm 16.6 % 64 83.4 % 66.3

32 mm 1607.6 1553.6 246.8 3 >= 32 3099.3 gm 14.2 % 32 69.2 %
>= 16mm 1442.5 1447.5 1266 3 >= 16 3849.3 gm 17.7 % 16 51.5 %
>= 8mm 1225 498.3 1011.1 3 >= 8 2425.7 gm 11.1 % 6 40.4 %
>= 4mm 1297.9 721.2 2 >.. 4 1813.3 gm 8.3 % 4 32.1 %
>= 2mm 1364.8 954.1 2 2 2113.1 gm 9.7 % 2 22.4 %

1 mm 1158 1353.6 2 >- 1 2303.8 gm 10.6 % 1 11.8 % 1.4
0.589 mm 1189.5 1 0589 1086.6 gm 5.0 % 0.589 6.8 %

>.. 0.295 mm 948.1 1 0.295 843.2 gm 3.9 % 0.295 2.9 %
0208 mm 315.8 I 0.208 212.9 gm 1.0% 0.208 1.9 %

< 0.208 mm 525.3 1 c 0208 4224 gm 1.9% 0.208 0.0% 0.. = 66.3 mm

_mell 21762.9 gm 0,.= mm

48.1Ib 0 .. = 1.4 mm

SIOllpy Hollow Ck 102.8 8m tare • % 100 %
128 mm 0 128 DO gm 0.0 % 126 100.0 %

>.. 64mm 0 64 DO gm 0.0 % 64 100.0 %
>.. 32 mm 1566 1363.3 2 32 27437 gm 11.5 % 32 88.5 %

16mm 1556.2 1559 1199.2 12351 " 16 51383 gm 21.5 % 16 67.1 % 28.6
>.. 8mm 965.6 1508.6 1446.2 295.6 711 5 5 8 44D3.9 gm 18.4 % 6 48.7 % 8.6
>.. 4 mm 1262.7 532.6 1400.4 3 " 2907.3 gm 12.1 % 4 38.6 %
>.. 2mm 1309.2 1196 2 2 22996 gm 9.6 % 2 26.9 %
>.. 1 mm 1301.7 1238.2 2 I 2334.3 gm 9.7 % 1 17.2 %
>.. 0.589 mm 1047.6 1000.8 2 0589 1642.8 gm 77 % 0.589 9.5 % 0.9
>.. 0.295 mm 1001.2 948.6 2 0295 1744.2 gm 7.3 % 0.295 2.2 %
>.. 0.208 mm 244 232.7 2 0208 271.1 gm 1.1 % 0.208 1.1 %

" 0.208 mm 235.4 231.1 2 < 0208 2609gm 1.1 % 0.208 0.0 % 0..= 28.6 mm-- 23948.1 gm 0,.= 8.6 mm

52.8 fb 0 1,= 0.9 mm
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LARKSPUR CREEK ELEVATION-DISCHARGE RATING ANALYSIS
X-SECTION 127
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SLEEPY HOLLOW CREEK ELEVATION-DISCHARGE RATING ANALYSIS
X-SECTION 100
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DEER PARK CREEK ELEVATION-DISCHARGE RATING ANALYSIS
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SAN ANSELMO CREEK ELEVATION-DISCHARGE RATING ANALYSIS
X-SECTION 138.9
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Appendix I. Partial bibliography of historical maps, photographs, and other accounts.

Allardt, G. F. 1871. Map no. 7 of salt marsh and tide lands situate in Marin County: state of
California, S[an] F[rancisco] : Schmidt Label & Lith. Co., Scale [1:15,840]. 20 chains to the
m.
[DCB Bancroft G4363.M2G46 1871 .A4 Case XD *c2 copies]

Allardt, G. F. 1871. Sale map no. 8 of salt marsh and tide lands situate in the county of
Marin: state of California, F.C. Hafenrichter, draughtsman. S[an] F[rancisco] : G.T. Brown &
Co. Lith., Scale [ca. 1:16,000].
[DCB Bancroft G4363.M2G46 1871 .A5 Case XD]

*Austin, H. 1864? Surveyor's report on grading White's Hill : [Marin County, Calif.]
Scale [ca. 1:3,960].
UCB Bancroft G4363.M2 svar .P6 no.14 Case C

*Lawson, Andrew C. 1913. Tamalpais quadrangle, California: areal geology, geology by
Andrew C.Lawson assisted at various times by students of the University of California. Ed.
of Sept. 1913. [Washington]: U.S. Geological Survey, Scale 1:62,500.
[UCB Earth Sci G4363.M2C5 1913 .L3 Case D]

Mapa de Marin County: Calif.. [184-?]. Scale [ca. 1:146,700].
[UCB Earth Sci G4363.M2 1840 .M3 Case D]

Marin County. 1923. [Berkeley, Calif.: California Historical Survey Commission, 1923]. Scale
[ca. 1:633,600].
[UCB Earth Sci JS451.C2 AS 1923]

Marin County Planning Commission. Terrain: [Marin County, Calif.]. [San Rafael, Calif. :
Marin County Planning Commission, between 1960 and 1968]. Scale [ca. 1:48,000].
[DCB Earth Sci G4363.M2C28 1960 .M3 Case B]

Marin County Planning Commission. Vegetation: [Marin County, Calif.]. [San Rafael, Calif. :
Marin County Planning Commission, between 1960 and 1968]. Scale [ca. 1:48,000].
[UCB Earth Sci G4363.M2D2 1960 .M3 Case B]

*Messner, Rodney E. 1936. Map of Marin County, California / Rodney E. Messner, County
Surveyor. [San Rafael, Calif. : Marin County Surveyor]. Scale [ca. 1:47,000].
[UCD Shields MAP G4363.M2 1936 .M3 Map Coll]

Northwestern Realty Company. 192? Map of Marin Heights: Marin County, California / for sale
by Northwestern Realty Company. Scale [ca. 1:2,470].
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*Rodgers, A. F. 1862. Map of a part of the coast from Tomales Bay to Salmon Creek, California.
Surveyed by A.F. Rodgers, Assistant, and D. Kerr, Aid, U.S. C[oast] S[urvey]. Scale
1:10,000. Series title: Topographic survey of the coasts of the United States; no. 883.
[DCB Earth Sci G3700 svar .U5 no.T:883 Case B]

Surveyor General of the United States. The above amendment to Sec.33, township no.l north,
range no.6 west, Mount Diablo Meridian: is strictly confonnable to the compiled field notes
of the surveys thereof ... U.S. Surveyor General's Office, San... 1895, copy 1899. Scale [ca.
1:12,900].
[DCB Bancroft G4363.M2 svar .P6 no.12 Case XB]

El Terreno qe. de solicita : [in the vicinity ofMt. Tarnalpais, Marin Co., Calif.]. [18--]. Scale
[ca. 1:136,000].
[DCB Bancroft Land Case Map B-417]

United States. Coast and Geodetic Survey. 1894? Map ofTarnal Pais Peninsula: [Marin County,
Calif.] / compiled from surveys of the U.S. Coast Survey. [copy 1894?]. Scale 1:10,000.
[DCB Earth Sci G4363.M2 1894 .U5 Case B no.I-3]

DRS Company. 1978. Marin County hydrology / prepared by: URS Company. [Sacramento,
Calif.]: California Dept. of Food & Agriculture. Scale [1 :250,000].
[DCB Earth Sci G4363.M2C3 1977 .U5 Case D]

URS Company. 1978. Marin County soils / prepared by: URS Company. [Sacramento, Calif.]:
California Dept. of Food & Agriculture. Scale [1 :250,000].
[DCB Earth Sci G4363.M2J3 1977 .U5 Case D]

URS Company. Marin County vegetation / prepared by: URS Company. [Sacramento, Calif.]:
California Dept. of Food & Agriculture. Scale [1 :250,000].
[DCB Earth Sci G4363.M2D2 1977 .U5 Case D]

VanDorn, A. 1860. Map ofthe County of Marin: State of California / compiled in 1860 by A.
Van Dom. Scale [ca. 1:63,360].
[DCB Bancroft G4363.M2 svar .P6 no.1 Rolled]

*W.B. Walkup and Co. Map ofMarin County, California: showing roads, county roads,
railroads, stations, cities, school districts, school houses, ranchos, political townships, tide
land surveys. tracts, subdivisions, property owners, ... San Francisco, Calif. Scale [1 :31,680].
I inch = 1/2 mile.
[UCD Shields MAP G4363.M2 1911 .W3 Map Coli: Old Map]

Wieland. F. [I887?] Map of Marin County, California: drawn for A.D. Bell & E. Heymans / by
F. Wieland. [San Francisco] : Bell & Heymans, c1887 ([San Francisco] :MacCabe & Co.,
zinco.). Scale [1 :253.440]. 4 miles to 1 in.
[DCB Bancroft. G4363.M2 1887 .W5 Case XB]
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[UCD Shields F868.M3 H67 1972]

Alley, Bowen & Co. 1880. History of Marin County, California: including its geography,
geology, topography and climatography ; together with ... a record of the Mexican grants ...
names of ... pioneers ... a complete political history ... San Francisco, CA. Series title:
California county and regional histories reel 8, book 1802.
[VCB Bancroft x F868.M3H6 c2 copies]

*Kent, William. 1929. Reminiscences ofoutdoor life / by William Kent; with a foreword by
Stewart Edward White. San Francisco, CA: A.M. Robertson, 1929.
[VCB Bancroft F595.K47]

*Mason, Jack. 1967. Ben's auto stage, a romantic footnote to the history ofWest Marin.
Drawings by Kent DeWolfe. [point Reyes Station, Calif., 1967].
[VCB Bancroft F868.M3M48]

*Mason, Jack. 1971? Early Marin, by Jack Mason, in collaboration with Helen Van Cleave Park.
Petaluma, Calif., House of Printing, c1971.
[VCB Bancroft F868.M3M482]

*Mason, Jack. 1976. Earthquake bay: a history of Tomales Bay, California / by Jack Mason.
Inverness, CA: North Shore Books.
[DCB Bancroft F868.M3M4824]
[VCB EnvDesign F868.M3 M34]

*Mason, Jack. 1975. The making of Marin,1850-1975; in collaboration with Helen Van Cleave
Park; written under the auspices of the Marin County Historical Society. Inverness, CA:
North Shore Books.
[VCB Bancroft F868.M3M483]

*Rothwell, Bertha Stedman. 1959. Pioneering in Marin County.
[VCB Bancroft BANC MSS 71/76 c]

*Wise, Nancy. 1985? Marin's natural assets: an historic look at Marin County. San Rafael, CA :
Marin Conservation League, c1985.
[VCB BioSci F868.M3 W571 1985]

*Marin County bibliography. Compiled by Regina Jimenez. San Rafael, CA: Marin County
Civic Center Library, 1976.
[UCB Bancroft pfZ1262.M3 M3]

*Goerke, E.B. and R.A. Cowan. 1983. The Pacheco site (Marin-152) and the Middle Horizon in
Central California; with Ann Ramenofsky and Lee Spencer. Los Angeles: Institute of
Archaeology, University ofCalifomia. Los Angeles. Series title: MAPOM papers; no. 5.
Series title: Journal ofNew World Archaeology; v.6, no. 1.
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APPENDIXJ

METHODOLOGY FOR ASSESSMENT OF THE SUITABILITY OF CANDIDATE SITES

FOR IMPLEMENTATION OF INFILTRATION ENHANCEMENT MEASURES

Background

Land use changes within a watershed that decrease retention and infiltration of rainfall can alter
streamflow patterns, degrade water quality, and disturb fluvial processes. These physical
impacts can result in habitat changes and loss offish populations (EPA 1997). Section 2 of this
report describes the physical impacts of decreased retention and infiltration resulting from
historical land use changes within the Corte Madera Creek watershed. The fishery resources
condition report (Rich 2000) describes degraded habitat conditions and sparse fish populations
that are partially a result ofdecreased retention and infiltration of rainfall.

Implementing measures on a watershed wide basis to significantly increase on-site retention and
infiltration of rainfall would help reduce runoff, lower peak flows in the alluvial network, and
help to sustain baseflow during the dry season. The resulting benefits would be improved habitat
conditions and, hopefully, increased fish populations. The Bay Area Stormwater Management
Agencies Association, which includes MCSPPP, has prepared a document (BASMAA 1999)
describing various approaches to increasing retention and infiltration through porous pavement,
swales, and other measures. However, retention and infiltration may not be appropriate or
effective at all locations due to hydrogeologic conditions or other site constraints. To aid
property owners and local municipalities in determining the suitability of a particular site for
increased infiltration measures, a screening methodology is presented that should be considered
before implementing any specific measure.

Description of Methodology

Soils occurring within the Corte Madera Creek watershed, as mapped, and described in the soil
survey of Marin County (USDNSCS 1978), were evaluated for compatibility with on-site
retention and infiltration measures. Most soils were determined to be incompatible due to
shallow depth to bedrock, shallow depth to water table, low permeability, or some other limiting
factor. Those soils that potentially could be compatible with on-site retention and infiltration
included the soil types listed below and delineated in Figure J-l.

• 105
• 202
• 203
• 204

Blucher-Cole complex;
Urban land-Xerorthents complex;
Xerorthents, fill; and,
Xerorthents-Urban land complex.

Sites that lie within the potentially compatible soils areas should be further evaluated for
suitability for on-site retention and infiltration measures. The evaluation should consider the
following limiting factors:

• Depth to bedrock;

Stetson Engineers, Inc.
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ApPENDIXK

CONCEPTUAL STREAMBANK STABILIZATION MEASURES FOR A HYPOTHETICAL
CASE STUDY

Background

Corte Madera Creek's alluvial channel network became moderately to deeply entrenched in the
Holocene valley fill between about 1850 and about 1910. The current channel bed elevation
varies between 10 and 20 ft below the abandoned floodplain surface. Observed post
entrenchment channel widening is a natural geomorphic recovery process (Schumm 1999) that
can be expected to continue until the channel is wide enough to support an active floodplain.
Channel widening is evidenced by chronic channel bank erosion and episodic bank slwnp
failures common throughout the watershed. As a result, a large percentage of the residential,
commercial, and municipal property owners bordering the channel network have constructed
various bank reinforcement structures. However, by precluding channel widening, bank
protection works generally prevent the ongoing natural recovery of the riparian and aquatic
habitat. It is a recommendation of this study that projects intended to improve habitat should
seek opportunities, where possible, to increase active channel width.

However, as discussed elsewhere, existing residential and commercial structures and associated
near-channel land uses (primarily residential back yard lawns and gardens) prevent floodplain
restoration or construction at all but a small percentage of the length of the channel network. In
instances where existing structures and land uses prevent increasing the active channel width,
attempts to reduce bank erosion should employ appropriate streambank stabilization measures
that, among other things, do not further reduce existing active channel width. In general,
existing channel banks are over-steepened as a result of channel entrenchment. Attempts to
reduce bank erosion on steep banks will require less desirable bank treatments (e.g., rock
gabions) that support little, if any, riparian vegetation and habitat value. Therefore, projects that
consider reducing channel bank slope in order to use more desirable bank treatments (e.g.,
willow walls and vegetated rock rip-rap) are superior both in long-term stability and ecological
value. Reducing channel bank slope without reducing active channel width would require
excavation along the top of the terrace bank, which may conflict with existing land uses at many
sites. For example, to reduce a typical oversteepened channel bank (bank height lOft, slope
80%) to a 1:1 slope would require an excavation 8.2 feet into the top of the bank.

Recommendation

A recommendation of this study is that any future streambank stabilization projects, as far as
feasible, will satisfy the following general requirements:

•

•

•

Floodplain restoration/construction at the site(s) is prevented by existing structures and
associated land uses;
The project does not reduce active channel width (measured from the toe of left bank to
the toe of right bank); and,
The project is part of an, integrated streambank stabilization design (as defined below).
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Gradual bank slope (10-40 percent):

Description of Measures

Vegetated rock rip-rap with revetments at toe of
slope.

The following are recommended integrated bio-technical streambank stabilization measures for a
hypothetical site where near-channel residential and commercial structures and land uses prevent
extensive floodplain restoration/construction.

Site Selection

We selected a hypothetical site, approximately 270-ft long, bounded on the upstream and
downstream side by existing bridges (Figure K-I). There are existing bank stabilization
structures at the site, including a sackcrete wall along the right bank between Cross-section 7 and
8, and vertical flood walls along the right bank between Cross-sections 8 and 9 and along the left
bank between Cross-sections 5-9. There is bedrock exposed in the bed and at the toe of the left
bank slope between Cross-sections I and 2. There are 3 residential properties and I commercial
property bounding the channel in the project reach.

Project Objectives

The project objectives are to prepare an integrated streambank stabilization plan for the project
reach following the recommendations outlined above in this appendix.

Design Methods

We reviewed existing conditions in the reach and prepared 9 Cross-sections referenced to an
arbitrary datum to describe channel conditions and overlay recommended design modifications.
Figure K-2 shows the recommended bank stabilization measures for Cross-section 3 that typifies
the steep, eroding channel banks in the straight between Cross-section 1 and Cross-section 4.
Recommended bank treatments include vegetated rip-rap below the 5-year flood stage and
anchored toe core-logs along portions of the sub-reach where bank slope can be reduced to about
40-50 percent by excavation into the top of bank (by permission of participating land owners).
Vegetated fabric can be used above the 5-year flood stage. Placement ofanchored submerged
small woody debris under existing cut banks at and near Cross-section 3 is recommended.
Terraced rock gabions would be required in the majority of the sub-reach in the absence of these
permissions. Rock gabions are also recommended in the hydraulic expansion zone immediately
downstream from the bridge. Existing bedrock reinforcement at the toe of the left bank between
Cross-section 1 and Cross-section 2 precludes the need for toe reinforcement. Removal of
overburden and bank slope reduction is recommended above the bedrock toe reinforcement.
Without permission of the landowner, rock gabions are recommended.

Figure K-2 also shows recommended bank treatments at Cross-section 5 that typifies the sub
reach between Cross-section 4 and Cross-section 7. Removal of the floodwall along the left
bank is recommended. With landowner permission, excavation into the top of the left bank will
be required to achieve moderate bank slopes appropriate for vegetated rock rip-rap bank
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APPENDIXL

CONCEPTUAL FLOODPLAIN RESTORATION MEASURES FOR A HYPOTHETICAL

CASE STUDY

Background

Corte Madera Creek's alluvial channel network became moderately to deeply entrenched in the
Holocene valley fill between about 1850 and about 1910, abandoning its pre-entrenchment
floodplain. The current channel bed elevation varies between 10 and 20 ft below the abandoned
floodplain surface. Throughout the majority of the alluvial channel network, the former
floodplain is overtopped only by rare floods, exceeding 50-year and 1DO-year events. By
contrast, an active floodplain is overtopped every 1-5 years. Section 2 ofthis report attributes
channel entrenchment to the effects of historical land use changes in the watershed during the
middle and late 1800s. Section 2 also describes loss of riparian habitat and changes in the
aquatic habitat due to channel entrenchment.

Observed post-entrenchment channel widening is a natural geomorphic recovery process
(Schumm 1999) that can be expected to continue until the channel is wide enough to support an
active floodplain. Channel widening is evidenced by chronic channel bank erosion and episodic
bank slump failures common throughout the watershed. As a result, a large percentage of the
residential, commercial, and municipal property owners bordering the channel network have
constructed various bank reinforcement structures. However, by precluding channel widening,
bank protection works generally prevent the ongoing natural recovery of the riparian and aquatic
habitat.

Recommendation

A recommendation of this study is that projects intended to improve aquatic and riparian habitat
and habitat~supportingprocesses and/or flood control should seek opportunities, where possible,
to increase active channel width by:

• eliminating existing bank protection works; and,
• constructing active floodplains flanking the existing channel.

Opportunities for Floodplain Construction

Technically, "floodplain restoration" would entail channel modifications designed to reintroduce
frequent flooding onto the former floodplain surface (terrace). This is technically infeasible in
the Corte Madera Creek watershed where the former floodplain surface is almost entirely
urbanized. Any project intended to introduce an active floodplain to the channel network would
therefore entail constructing a new floodplain surface at a design elevation about 4-6 feet above
the existing channel bed. The constructed floodplain surface would therefore be about 5~15 feet
below the former floodplain surface. Such a "floodplain construction" project would increase
the active Channel Width without increasing frequency of flooding on adjacent properties. In

Stetson Engineers. Inc.
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fact, by increasing channel capacity, floodplain construction would locally reduce flooding
frequency on the former floodplain.

Opportunities for large-scale floodplain construction in the watershed are limited, as nearly all of
the properties adjoining the alluvial channel network have structures constructed close to the
channel banks (Le., within 20-50 ft). Associated land uses, primarily back yard lawns, dominate
the narrow strip ofthe former floodplain remaining along the channel network. There are also
limitations on floodplain construction imposed by existing bridge spans upstream and
downstream ofany given site. In instances where existing structures and land uses prevent
increasing the active channel width, attempts to reduce bank erosion should employ appropriate
streambank stabilization measures that, among other things, do not further reduce existing active
channel width. Appendix K presents recommended streambank stabilization measures for a
hypothetical site where near-channel residential and commercial structures and land uses prevent
extensive floodplain restoration/construction. '

Although nearly all of the properties adjoining the channel network have structures or associated
land uses close to the channel banks, there are a number ofpotential opportunities for large-scale
floodplain construction (Le., constructed floodplain length greater than 500 ft and width greater
than 40 ft):

• schools;
• parks and recreation sites;
• parking lots;
• commercial storage yards (lumber yards, etc.);
• redundant streets and off-street parking bordering the channel; and
• ,clusters of adjacent residential properties without constructions near the channel.

Floodplain construction projects would directly increase functional riparian habitat and improve
aquatic habitat benefiting anadromous fish at the project site. It would be necessary to complete
a number of projects throughout the watershed in order to substantially increase riparian habitat
and improve aquatic habitat enough to anticipate increased salmonid populations. Selection of
potential sites, and determining project objectives at each site, should be guided by an
understanding of factors limiting the currentsalmonid population, including potential fish
barriers, water quality, summer low-flow, temperature, food, cover, spawning habitat, rearing
habitat, etc. Also, the impacts of floodplain construction on the existing riparian habitat should
be considered (Le., removal of existing vegetation on the terrace bank during excavation for
floodplain construction).

This study presents a conceptual demonstration floodplain restoration/construction project design
for a hypothetical site in the watershed with sufficient undeveloped land adjacent to the channel
to construct a floodplain ofmaximum width 150 ft. In general, the cost of floodplain
construction is high, with approximate excavation and hauling costs of about 3-5 dollars per
square foot of constructed floodplain. The estimated excavation and hauling cost for the
hypothetical case study (Figure L-2) is about $550,000.

Stetson Engineers. inc.
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Description of Measures

Site Selection

Opportunities and limitations for site selection are described above. We selected a hypothetical
case where there is sufficient undeveloped land adjacent to the channel to construct a floodplain
along approximately 1,000 ft of the channel with maximum width of about 150 ft (Figure L-2).
The hypothetical site is in the middle portion of the watershed, downstream from important
summer low-flow season aquatic habitat for the steelhead trout in the upper reaches of the
watershed, as identified by Rich (2000).

Project Objectives

We selected the following project objectives for this hypothetical case study:

• Construct an active floodplain that overtops during a 2-year flood and to a depth ofno
more than 1.5 ft above the active floodplain surface during a 5-year flood;

• Reduce water surface elevation of the 10-year flood by 1 ft;
• Reduce average shear stress on the bed for 2-year, 5-year, and 10-year floods by 50

percent; and,
• Do not cause adverse impacts to water surface elevations and channel bed stability and

habitat upstream and downstream from the project boundaries;

Design Measures

We assembled 16 typical cross-sections describing current channel conditions at the site along
the project reach, sufficient to build a HEC-RAS hydraulic model of the site. We selected a
bankfull elevation profile along the reach based on field indicators, approximately 3.9-4.1 ft
above the thalweg elevation profile, to serve as the initial design active floodplain surface
elevation. We created design cross-sections simulating excavation of the right bank down to the
design active floodplain elevation. We ran 2-year, 5-year, and lO-year floods (discharges
determined by apportioning the respective discharges for the Ross gage by drainage area at the
site), for pre-project and initial post-project channel geometry. In an iterative process, we edited
the active floodplain surface elevation and floodplain width until project objectives were met.
Representative existing and design cross-sections (shown on Figure L-2) are shown in Figure L
3.

Design Considerations

The hypothetical case study demonstrates that it is feasible to construct a floodplain that would
reduce water surface elevations during the 10-year flood by 1 ft, and reduce shear stress on the
bed for a range of flood discharges by more than 50 percent. The case study also emphasizes the
necessity to consider possible upstream and downstream impacts of such a project.. In particular,
project boundaries should be defined as the total extent ofproject-induced hydraulic change, and
cooperation between candidate sites and upstream and downstream properties may be necessary
for project success. For example, reduction ofwater surface elevation at the project site would
induce sunilar reductions extending several hundred feet upstream from the project boundary.
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This, in tum, may cause increased flow velocities and local increases on bed and bank shear
stress that would offset apparent shear stress reductions predicted by the I-dimensional model.
In some cases, bedrock or concrete structures upstream from the project boundary would prevent
channel bed elevation changes, but bank. stability upstream from the project boundary may be of
concern. Extending the constructed floodplain excavation along the right bank upstream from
the project boundaries reflected in Figure L-2 would help offset the effect of local increases in
velocity. In general, the upstream and downstream boundaries ofconstructed floodplains would
ideally be situated at natural or infrastructural hydraulic control points. such as existing bridges,
check dams, etc.
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FIGURE L-1
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